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Scanning probe methods on insulating films offer a rich 
toolbox to study electronic, structural and spin proper-
ties of individual molecules. This work discusses three 
issues in the field of molecular and organic electronics.

An STM head to be operated in high magnetic fields 
has been designed and built up. The STM head is very 
compact and rigid relying on a robust coarse approach 
mechanism. This will facilitate investigations of the spin 
properties of individual molecules in the future.

Combined STM/AFM studies revealed a reversible mo-
lecular switch based on two stable configurations of 
DBTH molecules on ultrathin NaCl films. AFM experi-
ments visualize the molecular structure in both states. 
Our experiments allowed to unambiguously determine
the pathway of the switch.

Finally, tunneling into and out of the frontier molecular 
orbitals of pentacene molecules has been investigated 
on different insulating films. These experiments show 
that the local symmetry of initial and final electron wave 
function are decisive for the ratio between elastic and 
vibration-assisted tunneling. The results can be gener-
alized to electron transport in organic materials.
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Illustration on recto by Jonas Pavliček shows an oscillating AFM cantilever
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Abstract

Scanning probe methods (SPM) on insulating films offer a rich toolbox to
investigate various properties of individual molecules. Electronic prop-
erties are accessible by means of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
and spectroscopy (STS). Visualizing the molecular structure requires im-
plementation of atomic force microscopy (AFM). Finally, high magnetic
fields extend the imaging and manipulation capabilities of STM/STS to
spin properties on the atomic scale. This work deals with three issues
in the field of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) applied to molecular
electronics.

First, to further widen the scope of research in our group, an STM
head to be operated in high magnetic fields has been designed and built
up. The STM head is very compact and rigid and relies on a robust
coarse approach mechanism. This will allow to investigate also the spin
properties of individual molecules in the future.

As a second issue, a reversible molecular switch based on two stable
configurations of dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene (DBTH) molecules on ultra-
thin NaCl films has been discovered using a combined STM/AFM. The
molecular structure could be visualized in both states by means of AFM.
In addition, it was possible to unambiguously determine the pathway of
the switch.

As the third and last main topic, tunneling into and out of the frontier
molecular orbitals has been investigated for a simple model system–
individual pentacene molecules on different insulating films. The exper-
iments show that the symmetry of initial and final wave function are
decisive for the ratio between elastic and vibration-assisted, that is dis-
sipative, tunneling. The results can be generalized to electron transport
in organic materials. For instance, this phenomenon has a high impact
on the efficiency of organic solar cells.
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1. Introduction

The invention of the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) by Binnig et
al. (1 ) has paved the way for the emerging field of atomic-scale science.
Imaging surfaces in real space (2 , 3 ) as well as spectroscopy (4 ) with
atomic precision became reality for the first time. Latter technique
is called scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS). In 1990, Stroscio and
Eigler demonstrated the possibility of atom manipulation using low-
temperature STM (5 ). Thus, Feynman’s dream of rearranging single
atoms mentioned in his famous speech “There’s plenty of room at the
bottom” (6 ) came true.

Only a few years after the invention of the STM, Binnig, Quate, and Ger-
ber (7 ) introduced the atomic force microscope (AFM) as a promising
tool to image non-conducting surfaces with atomic resolution. However,
it took nearly a decade until the mission of atomic resolution had eventu-
ally been accomplished by imaging the Si(111)-(7x7) reconstruction (8 )
using frequency modulation AFM (9 ).

These fascinating capabilities of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) trig-
gered rapid evolvement of a whole slew of branches in atomic-scale sci-
ence. Several groundbreaking experiments laid the foundation for the
work presented in this thesis.

To begin with, decoupling adsorbates from the metallic substrate by
means of ultrathin insulating films allows imaging of the unperturbed
molecular orbitals of adsorbed molecules (10 ). By applying high mag-
netic fields at the tunneling junction, decoupling layers also enable exper-
iments to measure and manipulate spin properties of single atoms (11–
14 ) or molecules (15 , 16 ). All of the latter experiments make exten-
sive use of inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) (17 ). This
necessitates a very stable tip-sample junction, which is insensitive to
mechanical vibrations.
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1. Introduction

In this context, I will present the design and construction of a scan-
ning tunneling microscope head to be operated at low temperatures
and in high magnetic fields. Its vertical coarse approach (18 ), which is
the centerpiece of an STM, is well established for applications in high
magnetic fields (19–21 ). Recently, STM heads based on this work-
ing principle have been employed in ultrahigh vacuum even at lowest
temperatures on the order of 50mK (22 , 23 ). To achieve a high res-
onance frequency of the instrument, we aimed for a rigid and compact
design.

After invention of the qPlus sensor in 2000 (24 ), it became possible to
build combined scanning tunneling and atomic force microscopes op-
erating at low temperatures and in ultrahigh vacuum conditions with
affordable experimental effort. Such microscopes have proved to facil-
itate exciting experiments on the atomic scale. For instance, the force
needed to move an atom (25 ) has been measured in 2008. Shortly af-
ter, the chemical structure of single molecules has been visualized in
AFM mode (26 ), a method which has already been used to identify the
organic structure of a natural compound (27 ). Similar setups enabled
measurement of the force-field above a single molecule (28 ), imaging of
the charge distribution in a single molecule (29 ), as well as the angular
dependence of chemical bonds (30 ).

In this thesis, we have investigated a series of thianthrene-derivatives.
The sulphur atoms in such molecules lead to a folded geometry. On
the one hand this deviation of strictly planar molecules complicates
scanning probe microscopy, but on the other hands provides an addi-
tional degree of freedom on adsorption. This manifests itself in ex-
periments on dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene (DBTH) molecules showing two
distinct configurational isomers. These different configurations could be
visualized using above mentioned capability of AFM to image the chem-
ical structure of adsorbates. STM mode enables reversible switching
between both molecular configurations. Utilizing symmetry arguments
it was also possible to reveal the reaction pathway of this configurational
switch.

The electronic properties of organic materials are of great interest for
prospective future devices. For instance, the development of polymer

2



solar cells has attracted considerable attention (31–33 ). Investigating
the possibility of single-molecule electronic devices is another vibrant
field of research (34 , 35 ). To minimize dissipation it is necessary to un-
derstand charge transport through organic molecules on a fundamental
level. To this end, we have performed a study on the spatial dependence
of inelastic electron transport into molecular orbitals. These experi-
ments unambiguously prove that the local symmetry of initial and final
wave function with respect to each other determine the ratio of elastic
to inelastic transport.

Following this introduction, this thesis is divided in three structural
parts: the basic theory needed to understand the measurement signals
in STM and STS (chapter 2), as well as noncontact AFM (chapter 3)
will be introduced in part I.

The experimental details are subject of part II. Techniques for low-
temperature measurements, particularly regarding the design of STM
heads working in high magnetic fields, are discussed in chapter 4. This
mainly covers basic issues of material selection for ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) applications, heat transport at cryogenic temperatures, and mag-
netic forces, providing the fundamentals for chapter 9. Then, the pecu-
liarities of STM on ultrathin insulating films will be discussed in chap-
ter 5. Chapter 6 deals with the experimental implementation of the force
measurement scheme and the tip-functionalization required to visualize
the chemical structure of adsorbates in AFM mode. The experimental
setup and the sample preparation methods are introduced in chapter 7.
A very brief discussion of density functional theory (DFT) and its appli-
cation with regard to experiments presented later in this thesis concludes
this part (chapter 8).

The practical part of this thesis is subject of part III. First, chapter 9
starts with the design, construction and build-up of the STM head ca-
pable of operation in high magnetic fields. Then, the experiments using
existing scanning probe microscopes are presented. Above mentioned
experiments on DBTH molecules are presented in chapter 10. The work
on the symmetry-dependence of vibration-assisted tunneling is subject
of chapter 11.

3





Part I.

Fundamentals of Scanning Probe
Microscopy
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2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

This chapter reviews the theory needed to understand scanning tun-
neling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS). After presenting the
principle of STM in section 2.1, section 2.2 goes into details of STM
theory. An expression for the tunneling matrix element will be derived.
Based on that it will be shown that STM probes the contour of con-
stant local density of states of the sample at the position of the tip.
Subsequently, an expression for the differential conductance, which is
measured in scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments, will be de-
rived in section 2.3.

2.1. Principle

Scanning tunneling microscopy was invented (1 ) and realized (2 , 3 ) by
Binnig et al. in 1982. Its principle is based on quantum mechanical tun-
neling through a potential barrier (36 ). The basic idea is illustrated in
figure 2.1. A small metal tip is positioned laterally (x- and y-direction)
and vertically (z-direction) by piezoelectric actuators (piezos). The x-
and y-piezos are used to scan the tip over the sample surface, while
the z-piezo determines the tip-sample distance. If the tip-sample dis-
tance is in the range of several Ångstrom, the wave functions of tip and

Figure 2.1.: Principle of STM imaging. At low tem-
perature all states below the Fermi levels EF of tip
and sample, respectively, are occupied. By applying
a bias voltage eV a net current flows. For simplicity
it is assumed that the work function φ is the same
for tip and sample.

electron

ɸ

EF

EF

tip samplevacuum

eV

E

z
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2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

sample overlap enabling electron tunneling through the vacuum barrier.
Tip and surface then form a metal–vacuum–metal tunneling junction.
Applying a bias voltage between tip and sample gives rise to a net cur-
rent.

In the limit of small applied voltages the potential of the tunneling-
barrier height is approximately equal to the mean work function φ.
From a simple one-dimensional model it follows that the tunneling cur-
rent I decays exponentially as a function of tip-surface distance z (1 ,
37 ),

I(z) ∼= I0 exp (−2αz), (2.1)

where

α =
√

2mφ
~

(2.2)

is the decay constant; m denotes the electron mass. Using typical values
of φ ≈ 5 eV for the work function of metals,

α ≈ 11.4 nm−1. (2.3)

Equation (2.3) states that the tunneling current decays roughly one or-
der of magnitude per one Ångstrom increase in tip-sample distance. This
is an important rule of thumb, and one of the main reasons why atomic
resolution in STM is relatively easy to achieve.

In constant current mode, the feedback system maintains the tunneling
current constant by adjusting the tip-sample distance with the z-piezo,
while scanning the surface. Using equation (2.1) and (2.2) one can define
the apparent barrier height as

Φ = ~2

8m

(
d

dz
ln I

)2
. (2.4)

Accordingly, an STM image is a map of the surface topography. Alterna-
tively it is possible to image in constant height mode, in which the vertical
position of the tip remains constant and resulting variations in the cur-
rent are mapped. This scanning mode necessitates flat sample surfaces
and has high demands on the junction stability.

8



2.2. Derivation of the Tunneling Current

2.2. Derivation of the Tunneling Current

Using Bardeen’s theory of tunneling (38 ) one can derive an expression
for the tunneling matrix element in an STM junction. Bardeen originally
considered metal–insulator–metal junctions when working in the field of
superconductivity (39 ).

Say, two electrodes, namely tip and sample, are far away from each other.
Then, their wave functions χν and ψµ both decay into the vacuum.
When bringing the two electrodes together, the Schrödinger equation of
the combined system is

i~
∂Ψ
∂t

=
[
− ~2

2m∇
2 + UT + US

]
Ψ, (2.5)

where UT and US are the potential functions of tip and sample, respec-
tively. An electron, initially in a state ψµ of the sample, has a chance of
transferring to a state χν of the tip. The tunneling matrix element M
can be written as a surface integral,

M = ~2

2m

∫
Σ

(
ψ∗µ∇χν − χν∇ψ∗µ

)
dS, (2.6)

where Σ is any separation surface between tip and sample. Calculating
the tunneling current I at bias voltage V is now done by summing up
over all relevant states. This yields

I = 4πe
~

∫ ∞
−∞

[f(EF − eV + ε)− f(EF + ε)]

× ρT (EF − eV + ε)ρS(EF + ε)|M |2 dε,
(2.7)

where f(E) is the Fermi distribution function and ρT and ρS are the
density of states (DOS) of tip and sample, respectively. In the limit of
small temperatures the Fermi distribution function is replaced by a step
function, and the formula simplifies to

I ∝
∫ eV

0
ρT (EF − eV + ε)ρS(EF + ε)|M |2 dε. (2.8)

9



2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

When imaging at small bias voltages V it is a good approximation to take
M constant and to linearize the integral. Hence,

I ∝ ρT (EF )ρS(EF + eV )V . (2.9)

From this it follows that the STM actually measures the convolution of
the DOS of tip and sample.

In general, the tip states are unknown. Tersoff and Hamann proposed
a widely used model (40 , 41 ), in which an explicit tip wave func-
tion is assumed. First, the sample wave function is expanded in the
form

ψ(r) =
∫
d2q a(q)e−

√
q2+α2z+iqx, (2.10)

where x = (x, y), q = (kx, ky), and a(q) are the Fourier components
at z = 0. The wave function of the STM tip is now modeled as lo-
cally spherical symmetric with respect to the center of curvature r0, as
shown in figure 2.2, which is the basic assumption of the Tersoff and
Hamann approximation (THA). Now, one can derive an explicit ex-
pression for the tip wave function. In polar coordinates, where r2 =
x2 + y2 + (z − z0)2, the solution of the Schrödinger equation for the tip
is

χ(r) = 1
r
e−αr. (2.11)

Inserting the values of ψ and χ given by equation (2.10) and equa-
tion (2.11), respectively, into equation (2.6) results in

M ∝ ψ(r0). (2.12)

This means that the tunneling matrix element is proportional to the
value of the sample wave function at the center of curvature of the tip.
Hence, equation (2.8) becomes

I ∝ |ψ(r0)|2ρS(EF )V = ρ(EF , r0)V . (2.13)

10



2.3. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy

z

z0

sample

tip

r0

r

Figure 2.2.: Illustration of s-wave tip model used by Tersoff and Hamann (af-
ter (37)). The tip is modeled as spherically symmetric around r0 in a distance z0
to the surface. In polar coordinates r is the distance with respect to r0.

The right part of equation (2.13) defines ρ(EF , r0) as the local den-
sity of states (LDOS) of the sample at the Fermi level at the cen-
ter of curvature of the tip. In constant current mode, the STM thus
probes a contour of constant LDOS. This is the central result of the
THA.

In conclusion, in THA the tip is modeled as spherically symmetric
around a point r0. This is equivalent to a point-like tip at r0. In the
limit of low temperatures and low bias voltage the tunneling current is
then proportional to the LDOS.

2.3. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy

Beside imaging, STM is also capable of local spectroscopic investiga-
tions with atomic resolution. For such a measurement one interrupts
the feedback loop after having moved the STM tip to be above the de-
sired sample position. Then, a voltage ramp is applied to the tunneling
junction and the dynamic tunneling conductance is recorded as a func-
tion of the applied bias voltage V .

The differential conductance can be obtained by derivation of equa-

11



2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

tion (2.8) with respect to the bias voltage V ,

G(V ) = dI

dV
(V ) ∝ ρT (EF )ρS(EF + eV )|M(EF + eV )|2+ (2.14)∫ EF +eV

EF

dρT
dE

∣∣∣∣
E=ε−eV

ρS |M |2 dε+ (2.15)∫ EF +eV

EF

ρT ρS
d|M |2

dE

∣∣∣∣∣
E=ε−eV

dε. (2.16)

The physical quantity, in which we are actually interested is the voltage
dependence of the density of states of the sample ρS(EF + eV ), i. e.
only the first term. The remaining two terms can be minimized as
following:

• The influence of the density of states of the tip ρT (EF ) can be
estimated by taking spectra on the clean surface. Only if the
measured signal is reasonably featureless a spectra is taken above
the molecule of interest. Otherwise controlled tip-sample contacts
are performed until the density of state of the tip is approximately
constant.

• The square of the tunneling matrix element |M(EF + eV )|2 strongly
depends on the applied bias voltage V , since the tunneling barrier
collapses at large voltages. Hence, this term is constant for low
voltages, while for V � 0 an exponential increase is observed.

When ρT is reasonably flat in the voltage range of interest, and V is not
too high, the differential conductance can be written as

dI

dV
(V ) ∝ ρT (EF )ρS(EF + eV )|M(EF + eV )|2. (2.17)

In summary, STS allows to atomically resolve the energy dependence of
the LDOS. Since STS measurements are performed in constant height
mode, it is clear that measuring at low temperatures simplifies matters
due to drastical lower thermal drift.

12



3. Atomic Force Microscopy

The atomic force microscope (AFM) was introduced shortly after the
STM in 1986 by Binnig, Quate, and Gerber (7 ) as an instrument also
capable of imaging insulating surfaces. Like in STM, a sharp tip is
scanning a sample surface. The difference is that in AFM the tip is
mounted to a cantilever. The interaction between tip and sample leads
to a deflection of the cantilever. Either the deflection itself or a derived
quantity acts as measurement signal. After introduction of the dynam-
ical mode of operation (9 ), which will be discussed below, true atomic
resolution (8 ) became routinely possible1.

In STM, one commonly distinguishes two imaging modes, namely con-
stant current mode from constant height mode. In AFM, things are
more sophisticated and different operation modes exist. The main ones
are static (also called contact) and dynamic (noncontact) mode. In
static mode the tip-sample force leads to a deflection of the probe. The
deflection is directly proportional to the force and serves as the imaging
signal. In dynamic operation mode the cantilever is driven to oscillate
close to its eigenfrequency. The tip-sample interaction is then either
measured in amplitude modulation (AM)(44 ) or in frequency modula-
tion mode (FM)(9 ). In this work, we exclusively apply the frequency
modulation detection scheme of dynamic AFM, commonly abbreviated
as FM-AFM2.

The fundamentals of dynamic AFM are outlined in section 3.1. A simple
formula for the frequency shift as a function of tip-sample interaction
force will be derived. Then, the different contributions of short- and

1Ohnesorge and Binnig (42 ) have observed single surface atoms of calcite in a liquid
environment for the first time in 1993. At this time, they used a microscope in
which the deflection of the lever was measured optically (43 ).

2FM-AFM, dynamic AFM and noncontact AFM (NC-AFM) are often used synony-
mously in literature. Here, FM-AFM is mainly used when discussing the force-
detection scheme. Apart from that dynamic AFM is used for better readability.

13



3. Atomic Force Microscopy

long-range forces to the tip-sample interaction will be discussed in sec-
tion 3.2.

3.1. Frequency Modulation Atomic Force Microscopy

The combined scanning tunneling and atomic force microscope used
for the experiments in chapter 10 is based on the qPlus tuning fork
design (24 ). The AFM was operated in the frequency modulation
mode (9 ) and sub-Ångstrom oscillation amplitudes have been used to
maximize the lateral resolution (45 ). The origin of the imaging signal
will be discussed in this section, whereas experimental details are given
in the methods part (see chapter 6).

In dynamic AFM (46 , 47 ) the cantilever with a sharp tip is oscillating
close to the sample surface as depicted in figure 3.1. The potential energy
between tip and sample is Uts. Then, the oscillation perpendicular to
the surface causes a vertical tip-sample force,

Fts = −∂Uts
∂z

, (3.1)

which is the physical quantity in which we are interested. In the fre-
quency modulation mode, which we use to operate our AFM, the can-
tilever oscillates close to its eigenfrequency at a given amplitude. Vari-
ations in the tip-sample force Fts cause a frequency shift ∆f of the
cantilever which serves as the imaging signal. A control loop maintains
the oscillation amplitude to be constant by driving the cantilever by
means of mechanical excitation.

In a simple picture, the sharp tip mounted to an oscillating cantilever
can be modeled as a mass and a spring, as depicted in figure 3.1. The
tip of mass m and the cantilever with a spring constant k0 are oscillating
at its eigenfrequency f0, where

f0 = 1
2π

√
k0
m

. (3.2)

Now, the tip-sample force Fts is modeled as an additional spring with
stiffness kts. Treating Fts in a linear response model is justified in the
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3.1. Frequency Modulation Atomic Force Microscopy

k0

kts

m

A B

sample

cantilever
tip

Fts

Figure 3.1.: Mass and spring model. A Rendered model of an oscillating cantilever
with a tip above a sample surface. B Corresponding mass and spring model. The
analogous model of cantilever and tip is a mass m attached to a spring with stiffness
k0. The tip-sample force is modeled by an additional spring with stiffness kts.

limit of small oscillation amplitudes. In this case, kts can be taken
constant over the range of one oscillation cycle. Then, the oscillation
frequency of the cantilever is

f = 1
2π

√
k0 + kts
m∗

, (3.3)

where k0 + kts is an effective spring constant and m∗ is its effective
mass. The square root can be expanded as

(√
1 + x = 1 + 1

2x+ . . .
)
in

a Taylor series. That is, when kts � k0, the frequency shift ∆f = f −f0
can be approximated as

∆f = f0
kts
2k0

. (3.4)

By definition, δFts = −ktsδz in the mass and spring model. Hence, the
frequency shift ∆f is proportional to the force gradient,

∆f = − f0
2k0

∂Fts
∂z

. (3.5)

In summary, in FM-AFM the imaging signal is the frequency shift ∆f ,
which is proportional to the force gradient ∂Fts

∂z in the limit of small
oscillation amplitudes. As a matter of fact the frequency shift ∆f corre-
sponds to the second derivative of the potential energy Uts between tip
and sample.
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frequency shift Δfactuator
cantilever

deflection
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bandpass
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phase-locked-loop
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automatic gain
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amplitude setpoint

amplitude

dissipation

sample

Figure 3.2.: Simplified scheme of FM-AFM. The deflection signal of the cantilever
is fed into a bandpass filter, whose signal is used (i) in the PLL to determine the
frequency shift ∆f and (ii) in the feedback loop maintaining a constant oscillation
amplitude. Input and output quantities (imaging signals) are shown in green and
blue, respectively.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the working principle of the dynamic operation
mode in AFM. First, the deflection signal is measured and bandpass-
filtered. A phase-locked-loop (PLL) extracts the frequency shift ∆f .
For the sake of simplicity, details of the PLL will not be discussed here.
Due to the tip-sample force and a finite Q value of the oscillator a
feedback loop3 is needed to maintain a constant oscillation amplitude
by means of mechanical excitation (e. g. using a piezoelectric actuator).
The actual amplitude and the dissipation signal serve as further output
quantities. Obviously, the amplitude is the error signal of the feedback
loop. A significant signal of the dissipation signal indicates some kind
of plastic deformation on the atomic scale. That is, the tip-sample force
leads to a non-conservative force. For instance, structural changes of the
tip apex or the sample may occur.

3Note, that this feedback loop is different from the one considered for constant
current measurements in STM.When analog constant frequency shift measurements
are performed, an additional control loop is involved.
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3.2. Short- and Long-Range Contributions

3.2. Short- and Long-Range Contributions

In section 2.2 it has been shown that the tunneling current in STM,
owing to the exponential decay of the sample wave function into the
vacuum, is a strictly monotonic function of the tip-sample distance.
In contrast, the tip-sample force is not, as illustrated in figure 3.3.
In AFM various types of forces contribute to Fts differing in strength
and distance dependence. In general, at large distances, attractive van
der Waals forces are dominating. The smaller the tip-sample distance,
the more important become repulsive contributions due to chemical
forces.

Typical force contributions in UHV conditions are described in the fol-
lowing (in descending order of decay length4).

3.2.1. Van der Waals Forces

It has to be emphasized, that the term van der Waals forces is used
differently depending on the text source. According to the convention
by Israelachvili (48 ), which will be adopted here, intermolecular van der
Waals forces include three contributions:

• orientation (Keesom) forces between two permanent dipoles,

• induction (Debye) forces between a permanent and an induced
dipole,

• (London) dispersion forces between two induced dipoles.

Each of these forces is always attractive and does not vary significantly
on the atomic scale. The dispersion forces are present between all atoms
or molecules, because they ultimately stem from the quantum mechani-
cal zero point energy. In general, they represent by far the main contri-
bution to van der Waals forces5.

4Technically speaking, for forces obeying a power-law, there is no well-defined decay
length. It is rather a question of wether the relative contribution of a specific force
increases or decreases with the tip-sample distance.

5A counterexample are dipole–dipole forces between H2O molecules (48 ).
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Figure 3.3.: Short- and long-range contributions in AFM. Short-range contribu-
tions are modeled by Lennard-Jones pair potential (dotted orange line) and force
(dotted blue). Adding an attractive background force due to van der Waals inter-
actions (vdW, dashed blue) yields the total force (Σ , solid blue). The resulting
frequency shift ∆f , approximated as the force gradient, is shown in green. The
total force is only repulsive for tip-sample distances smaller than the equilibrium
distance z0. Nonetheless, it is common to distinguish between the “attractive” and
“repulsive” branch based on the minimum in the frequency shift.

The distance dependence of the potential energy between two particles
is given by

UvdW ∝ −
1
z6 . (3.6)

Van der Waals forces are additive. To approximate the total (macro-
scopic) van der Waals force between tip and sample, a tip close to
a surface is modeled as a paraboloid with local radius of curvature
R near a flat surface. In this case, the van der Waals force is (37 ,
48 )

FvdW,ts = −HR6z2 , (3.7)

where z denotes the closest distance between tip and surface. The
material-dependent Hamaker constant H is on the order of 2 eV to 3 eV
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3.2. Short- and Long-Range Contributions

for typical metals (37 ). Obviously, the influence of van der Waals forces
in AFMmeasurements can be reduced by using sharp tips.

3.2.2. Electrostatic Forces

On some particular surfaces, of e. g. ionic crystals, electrostatic forces
may lead to atomic corrugations (49 ), while in general electrostatic tip-
sample interactions lead to an attractive background force.

The potential difference between tip and sample, which are both conduc-
tive, leads to a capacitance C(z). The resulting electrostatic force,

Fel = 1
2
∂C

∂z
(V − VCPD)2 , (3.8)

is always attractive. This contact potential difference can be deployed for
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) (50 ).

3.2.3. Magnetic Forces

The domain structure of a magnetic sample can be imaged due to dipole
forces between such a sample and a magnetized tip (51 , 52 ). The mag-
netic force is

Fstray = µ0 (m · ∇) H, (3.9)

where m is the magnetic moment of the tip and H is the magnetic stray
field from the sample. This mode is called magnetic force microscopy
(MFM).

Magnetic exchange force microscopy (MExFM) enables imaging of the
magnetic structure of antiferromagnetic surfaces on the atomic scale (53 ).
In this mode, the magnetic exchange force between a tip atom with fixed
spin orientation and a sample atom is decisive.
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3. Atomic Force Microscopy

3.2.4. Chemical Forces: Hard-Core Repulsion

At very short tip-sample distances, the electron wave functions of tip
apex and sample start to overlap. Pauli’s exclusion principle enforces
repulsion between the respective electron clouds.

The competition between hard-core repulsion and attractive van der
Waals contributions consequently defines the pair-potential of two neu-
tral particles. While the attractive part follows equation 3.6, no uni-
versally valid distance dependence can be given for the repulsive part.
For this reason one uses empiric pair potentials to model the interaction
energy between two particles. The Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential (54 ) is
extensively used for its ease of calculation:

ULJ = U0

[(
z0
z

)12
− 2

(
z0
z

)6
]
, (3.10)

where U0 is the energy at the equilibrium distance z0. Alternatively, an
exponential distance dependence is used. Buckingham (55 ) proposed to
do this only for the repulsive part6, while the Morse potential (56 ) uses
an exponential distance dependence for both, repulsive and attractive
contributions:

UMorse = 2U0 ·
(
1− e−2β(z−z0)

)
, (3.11)

where β is a decay constant. For the LJ potential, the resulting force
according to equation (3.1) is

FLJ = 12U0
z0

[(
z0
z

)13
−
(
z0
z

)7
]
. (3.12)

While neither the LJ nor the Morse potential accurately describe Pauli
repulsion, they can be used to illustrate the distance dependence of the
tip-sample interaction qualitatively. The LJ potential and force are de-
picted in figure 3.3. Before calculating the frequency shift a macroscopic

6The decay of electron wave functions into vacuum justifies an exponential distance
dependence for repulsive contributions.
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3.2. Short- and Long-Range Contributions

van der Waals background force is added. It can be clearly seen that
for large distances the frequency shift ∆f is dominated by the van der
Waals contributions between the (macroscopic) tip and sample. Only for
small distances the (microscopic) interaction potential of the frontmost
tip and sample atoms becomes significant.

In this work we are mainly interested in atomic contrast due to re-
pulsive contributions, and section 6.1 will show that small oscillation
amplitudes can be utilized to maximize the sensitivity on short-range
contributions.
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4. Experimental Techniques for Instrumentation

Scanning probe investigations on single molecules as presented in the
framework of this thesis can only be carried out in extreme environments.
First of all, ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions are essential to avoid
contamination of sample surfaces by other adsorbates than the desired
ones.

Ultrahigh vacuum already limits the possible materials to those with a
low vapor pressure as discussed in detail below. In addition, thermal ac-
tivated processes like diffusion on and desorption from the surface, have
to be considered. The temperature dependence of the rate constant ν for
such a process is given by the Arrhenius equation,

ν = ν0 · exp
(
− Ea
kBT

)
, (4.1)

where ν0 ∼ 1× 1013 s−1 is the attempt frequency, T is the temperature,
and Ea is the activation energy.

In particular on insulating surfaces, desorption is also relevant since ad-
sorbates are only weakly bound to the substrate. It is believed that
London dispersion forces and—depending on the insulator—induction
forces in varying strength are responsible for adsorption (physisorp-
tion). This is in strong contrast to adsorbates on semiconductor or
metal surfaces, for which strong chemical bonds play an important role
(chemisorption). This leads to low activation energies for diffusion and
desorption (57 ). Consequently, all SPMs discussed here are mounted to
bath cryostats cooled by liquid helium. At these temperatures, materi-
als become very stiff and, in general, the thermal conductivity decreases
drastically. Hence, it is much more elaborate to equilibrate all parts at
the desired temperature.

For the development of the STM head discussed in chapter 9 the high
magnetic field adds additional levels of complexity: (i) magnetic forces
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4. Experimental Techniques for Instrumentation

even on small ferromagnetic parts can easily become huge, and (ii) su-
perconductors, which are relatively widespread at the relevant temper-
atures, have to be avoided. Both issues are outlined below. Many details
on the experimental techniques are discussed by Ekin (58 ).

4.1. Material Selection for Ultrahigh Vacuum Applications

Achieving typical ultrahigh vacuum base pressures of < 1× 10−10 mbar
requires careful selection of materials with low vapor pressures. Most
metals commonly used for construction are fine except for low-melting
ones like lead, zinc, or magnesium, and alloys containing them. Latter,
in particular, includes lead-based soldering.

However, the choice is very limited for synthetic materials. PTFE
(Teflon) and polyimide (Kapton) can be used at temperatures up to
300 ◦C. Both are commonly used as electric-wire insulation. Another is-
sue are joining techniques, since not only many brazing solders, but also
many epoxies are not capable for UHV applications. To this end, for
the STM head presented in chapter 9 we exclusively rely on EPO-TEK
H20E for electrically conducting joints and EPO-TEK H77 as a ther-
mally conductive adhesive. Both are NASA approved for low outgassing
applications (59 )1.

4.2. Heat Transport at Cryogenic Temperatures

Thermal conductivity is well represented in a kinetic theory for electrons
and phonons (58 ). It can be written as

κ = 1
3 (Cevele + Cpvplp) , (4.2)

where C, v and l are heat capacity, particle velocity and mean free
path; subscripts e and p denote electrons and phonons, respectively. At

1The NASA manages a database (59 ) with outgassing rates of a huge amount of
materials.
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4.2. Heat Transport at Cryogenic Temperatures

temperatures significantly below 1 K also contributions from the nuclear
spin degrees of freedom become important.

In particular, superconductors have nearly zero thermal conductivity,
since there are no states for electrons to scatter in near the Fermi level.
Furthermore, they should be avoided in the construction anyhow due to
their shaping-effect on the magnetic field.

The phononic term of the heat capacity is derived in the Debye model.
At low temperature, the result is

Cp ∝
(
T

ΘD

)3
, (4.3)

where ΘD is the Debye temperature (for copper, ΘD = 343 K (60 )).
That is to say, phonons are mainly frozen out at low temperatures. Thus,
thermal conductivity is strongly related to electrical conductivity. For
this reason, ceramics and nonmetals have typically a low thermal con-
ductivity at low temperatures. Sapphire, as a single crystalline material,
stands out as a remarkable exception. Therefore, it is chosen for insulat-
ing parts which require high thermal conductivity.

The temperature dependence of the electronic contributions to heat
transport is derived in the Sommerfeld model. In this model, the energy
U of the electron system at temperature T is (61 )

U(T ) = U(0) + nπ2k2
B

4EF
T 2, (4.4)

where

U(0) =
∫ EF

0
E ρ(E) dE and, (4.5)

n =
∫ ∞

0
EF ρ(E) f(E,T ) dE. (4.6)

This means, that the heat capacity of the electron system is

Ce = ∂U

∂T
= 1

2π
2n
k2
B

EF
T ∝ T . (4.7)
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The electron velocity ve at the Fermi level is independent of temper-
ature. In very pure metals at low temperature the mean free path
le is dominated by defect scattering, that is independent of tempera-
ture. Consequently, the temperature dependence of thermal conduc-
tivity κ of pure metals at low temperatures is given by Ce. Hence,
κ is proportional to T and the purity of the material. This holds for
T . 10 K.

4.3. Magnetic Forces

Magnetic forces acting on parts in and near a solenoid can easily become
huge. The magnetic force F (in SI units) is given by

F = 1
µ0
χV B∇B, (4.8)

where χ is the volume susceptibility, V is the volume of the part, B is
the magnetic induction, and ∇B is its gradient. This is one example
where relying only on intuition may cause serious problems, since not
only ferromagnetic, but also some paramagnetic materials have to be
avoided in critical parts. This is due to the fact that χ may change
drastically with temperature2.

In particular, many stainless steels can partially transform into ferro-
magnetic when cooled to cryogenic temperatures. In such a case, the
magnetic force becomes huge. For this reason, gold-platings also have to
be custom-made. Usually, a thin nickel layer (ferromagnetic) is used to
avoid diffusion of gold into the bulk material damaging the gold-plating.
Instead, a palladium layer (χPa = 8× 10−4 (62 )) is used.

2E. g. “non-magnetic” austenitic stainless steel (in face-centered cubic structure,
also called γ-iron) can transform into a magnetic martensitic phase (body-centered
cubic, α-iron) when cooled, stressed, or welded (58 ).
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5. STM on Insulating Films

The electronic properties of single adsorbates are determined by their
local environment in the range of only few atomic distances. When ad-
sorbed on conducting metal substrates, electronic states of molecules
and metal strongly hybridize. However, in relation to molecular or
organic electronics, one is interested in the intrinsic electronic prop-
erties of individual molecules. Therefore, an insulating surface is re-
quired.

As a matter of principle, STM and STS rely on samples with nonzero
conductance. Ultrathin insulating films having a thickness of only a
few monolayers on metal substrates are a way out. Electrons can still
tunnel through the insulating film, but at the same time adsorbates are
electronically decoupled from the substrate. A double-barrier tunneling
junction (DBTJ) is formed. This situation is depicted in figure 5.1. In
a DBTJ, an electron is first tunneling from the tip onto the adsorbate,
and subsequently into the substrate, or vice versa (sequential tunneling
regime (63 )). This setup allows to probe the electronic levels of individ-
ual molecules by sweeping the applied bias voltage.

Note, that adsorbed molecules are apparent in an STM image even if the
bias voltage does not correspond to a molecular state. Accordingly, the
presence of a molecule has an impact on the tunneling barrier height,
even if its density of states is zero. This finding can be explained by
the concept of virtual states. Say, there exists an electronic level with
energy En. Then, an electron with energy E = En − δE may tunnel
from the tip onto the molecule, and subsequently into the substrate, if
it obeys the uncertainty principle δEδt ≥ ~

2 . Of course, for this process
to be allowed, the time scale for tunneling from the molecule into the
substrate has to be lower than δt.

The following subsections deal with several aspects specific to STM/STS
investigations of molecules on insulating films. Section 5.1 addresses the
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STM tip insulator substratevacuum
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molecule
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EF
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Figure 5.1.: Illustration of a DBTJ formed by an adsorbed molecule on an ultrathin
insulating film grown on a metallic substrate. When scanning at this bias voltage
the main contribution comes from imaging the LUMO of the molecule.

effect of Coulomb blockade in DBTJs, which explains the enlarged en-
ergy gap in STS studies between the highest occupied (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), respectively. Then, sec-
tion 5.2 describes the mechanisms causing level broadening of adsor-
bates on conducting and insulating films, respectively. Finally, sec-
tion 5.3 discusses the possibility of atom manipulation on insulating
films.

5.1. Coulomb Blockade

In STS experiments on molecules on insulating films, it is observed that
the HOMO-LUMO energy gap is larger than the minimal excitation
energy in optical absorption measurements. The reason for that is the
so-called Coulomb blockade.

For the situation of a DBTJ depicted in figure 5.2A, one might expect
that electrons could tunnel from the tip into the LUMO of the molecule
and subsequently into the metal substrate. This is not the case and can
be explained in a simple capacitor model.

Say, one electron has already tunneled into the LUMO. Then the mol-
ecule would be negatively charged. However, the energy levels of the
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Figure 5.2.: Illustration of Coulomb Blockade in a DBTJ. A Two energy levels are
separated by Eg . At the applied bias voltage one might expect tunneling from the
source onto the island and subsequently onto the drain. B However, an electron
tunneling from the source onto the island, which has a capacitance C , causes a
voltage buildup V = e/C . Since the same argumentation holds for the lower level,
both levels are separated by Eg + 2EC . C Equivalent electric circuit of a DBTJ.
After (64).

anion are not the same as for the neutral molecule due to the interac-
tion of the additional electron with all other electrons1. In the simple
constant interaction model this interaction is not treated in a quantum
mechanical picture. Instead, the molecule is treated as a capacitor plate
having a capacitance C with respect to the surrounding environment.
Therefore, the electrostatic charging energy EC = e2

2C is required to put
an additional electron onto the molecule. This energy contribution is
called Coulomb energy.

The DBTJ is connected to a voltage source. As a result, one has to
consider the free energy F of the total system depicted in figure 5.2C,
which can be expressed as the electrostatic energy U stored in the
molecule minus the work W = qsV done by the voltage source (64 ,
65 ),

F = U −W = q2
t

2Ct
+ q2

s

2Cs
− qsV , (5.1)

where Ct, Cs, qt, and qs are the capacitances of tip-molecule and mol-
ecule-substrate, and the polarization charges of these capacitances, re-

1The equilibrium positions of the nuclei are different for the charged and neutral
molecule. However, tunneling is fast and Born-Oppenheimer approximation holds.
Hence, the electron attachment has to occur in the geometry of the neutral mole-
cule.
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spectively. The charge on the molecule is ne = qt−qs, and V = qt

Ct
+ qs

Cs
.

It can be shown that inserting these expressions into equation (5.1)
yields

F (n,V ) = 1
2CΣ

[
n2e2 + 2CsneVb − CtCsV 2

]
, (5.2)

where CΣ = Ct + Cs.

The final state needs to be energetically favorable to enable tunneling.
We can neglect two of the four tunneling possibilities in total, since the
bottleneck of DBTJs considered in this thesis is tunneling from the tip
onto the molecule or vice versa. In order that tunneling occurs, the final
state has to be energetically favorable, that is

∆F = F (n± 1)− F (n)
!
< 0. (5.3)

From this it follows that

V = ± e

2Cs
, (5.4)

and the corresponding Coulomb energy is

EC = ± e2

2Cs
. (5.5)

That is why we find the LUMO in dI/dV spectroscopy at the position of
the molecule’s negative ion resonance (NIR)2. In other words, the level
seems to be shifted by an energy of EC (see figure 5.2B). An analog
argumentation holds for the HOMO, such that the peak position of the
HOMO corresponds to the positive ion resonance (PIR) of the mole-
cule3. Therefore, the dI/dV signal shows an enlarged spacing between
HOMO and LUMO, that can be expressed as

∆E = Eg + 2 |EC | = Eg + e2

Cs
, (5.6)

2The NIR corresponds to the charged molecule in the geometry of the neutral system.
3For the sake of simplicity LUMO (HOMO) and NIR (PIR) will be used synony-
mously in this thesis.
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5.2. Level Broadening

where Eg is the energy gap seen in optical absorption spectra.

For a rough estimate of the order of magnitude, the system is mod-
eled as a parallel-plate capacitor with a capacitance Cs = ε0εr

A
d , where

A = 1 nm2 is the area of the molecular orbital, d = 1 nm is the mole-
cule-substrate distance, and εr ≈ 10. Hence, e2/2Cs ≈ 1 eV. That is,
the difference between the observed HOMO-LUMO gap in STS experi-
ments compared to optical absorption measurements is on the order of
2 eV.

For the Coulomb blockade to happen, the charging energy has to be
larger than the thermal energy, that is

e2

2C � kBT . (5.7)

By comparing the rough order of magnitude estimate from above with
the thermal energy kBT ≈ 0.5 meV at the temperature of liquid helium,
it is clear that the condition of equation (5.7) is always fulfilled for the
low temperature experiments presented in this work.

5.2. Level Broadening

The electronic states of adsorbates on metal surfaces hybridize with the
electronic states of the substrate. Consequently the levels are broadened
due to the reduced lifetime. This process is commonly explained in
the Newns-Anderson model (66 , 67 ), which is illustrated in figure 5.3.
The coupling can be expressed as a perturbing Hamiltonian Γ. For
many molecule/metal systems, the resulting Lorentzian has a linewidth
of Γ ∼ 1 eV (68 ).

This coupling term Γ decreases with increasing distance between adsor-
bate and metallic substrate. As a consequence, the lifetime-broadening is
strongly reduced for adsorbates on insulating films being in the range of
Γ ≈ 1 meV for a double layer of sodium chloride (68 ).

Nevertheless, due to strong electron-phonon coupling of the adsorbate
states to the ionic lattice of the insulating film the levels appear signifi-
cantly broadened in dI/dV spectra (69 ). As discussed above, electrons
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Figure 5.3.: Schematic energy diagrams illustrating the Newns-Anderson model.
A When the adsorbate is far away from the metal it has discrete energy levels
(delta function-like DOS). Upon approach the levels shift. B The shifted levels
hybridize with metal states and are broadened into a Lorentzian. Here, the LUMO
is partially filled due to broadening until below the Fermi level.

tunnel onto the adsorbate and subsequently into the sample. This means
that the adsorbate is negatively charged, and then is getting discharged.
This process may be inelastic, that is some of the electron’s energy
may be transferred in phonon energy. These vibrational-electronic (vi-
bronic) transitions obey the Franck-Condon principle. For the systems
considered here, the envelope of transition probabilities becomes a Gaus-
sian. The linewidth depends on the electron-phonon coupling strength
and can vary significantly between different insulating films (see sec-
tion 7.2).

5.3. Atomic Manipulation on Insulating Films

As mentioned in the introductory chapter 1, STM allows to realize Feyn-
man’s dream of rearranging single atoms in a controlled manner. A dis-
tinction is drawn between lateral and vertical manipulation. During a
lateral manipulation step the adatom stays attached to the sample all
the time (5 ). In contrast, for a vertical manipulation step the adatom
is picked up by the STM tip, and then released back to the surface at a
desired position (70 ).

Above mentioned techniques are well established on conducting sur-
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Figure 5.4.: A Illustration of vibronic excitations. Initially, the electron’s energy
is eV , where V is the applied voltage. If a molecular vibration of energy ~ω is
excited, the electron’s energy corresponds to an electronic level of the molecule.
B and D show STM images of an individual 4NCuPc molecule before and after a
hopping step (I = 5 pA, V = 1.2 V). The red circles correspond to the position of
charge injection. C Tunneling current (red) and voltage ramp (blue) versus time.
First, the voltage is ramped to a given value. Once this voltage is reached, it is
held constant (shaded area). A sudden drop in the current signals the hopping
event.

faces. However, they do not work on insulating films quite as well.
A counterexample are Mn atoms vertically manipulated on insulating
CuN islands (12 ). The reason for this shortcoming is that for metal
adatoms on metallic surfaces the desorption barrier is roughly two or-
ders of magnitude higher than the diffusion barrier. On insulating
films, both energies are on the same order of magnitude. Therefore,
to deliberately move adsorbates on insulating films a different tech-
nique is applied. While classical manipulation techniques utilize strong
tip-adsorbate interaction forces, this technique employs vibronic excita-
tions.

Therefore, vibrational energy has to be stored in the adsorbate (71 ).
More precisely, the tip is positioned above the center of a molecule to
be moved. Then, the feedback loop is interrupted and the bias voltage
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is raised to an absolute value being at least ~ω higher than a given
molecular level. This excess energy may excite vibrational modes of
~ω in the molecule, as illustrated in figure 5.4. If the stored energy is
higher than the diffusion barrier, relaxation may eventually lead to a
lateral movement. In such a case, the tunneling current will change.
This abrupt change can be either an increase or a decrease depending
on the LDOS at the point of the tip before and after the jump. If such a
change occurs, the measurement will be stopped. Taking a subsequent
image of the same area will resolve where the molecule has jumped
to.

While vibronic excitations are highly efficient, the quantum yield of lat-
eral movement is quite low, and at typical tunneling currents on the
order of picoamperes, the time constant is on the order of seconds. We
have successfully applied this technique to study the non-thermal diffu-
sion of molecules on NaCl (72 , 73 ). In many cases a slight modification
of this technique even allows to guide the molecular motion in a desired
direction, albeit without atomic precision (74 ).
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In 2009 Gross et al. (26 ) have demonstrated the capability of AFM to vi-
sualize the chemical structure of organic molecules. Their AFM operat-
ing in the frequency modulation mode was based on a qPlus tuning fork
design. In their experiments, they have shown that the tip-termination
is crucial for submolecular resolution. In fact, DFT calculations have
shown that Pauli repulsion is the origin of the contrast mechanism (75 ).
Their breakthrough is remarkable as AFM always measures a mixture
of short- and long-range forces. Beside operating the cantilever at small
amplitudes (45 ), tip functionalization was the key ingredient to visualize
the molecular structure.

Recently, it has been shown that such setups can also be used to probe
the electric field above single molecules with submolecular resolution
by means of Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) (29 ). Altogether,
AFM imaging, frequency shift versus distance spectroscopy and KPFM
in conjunction with STM and STS provide a toolbox of experimen-
tal techniques on the atomic scale to deliver a very detailed picture
of individual molecules by measuring a variety of independent proper-
ties.

We have adopted this method to visualize a configurational switch by
means of AFM with submolecular resolution. These experiments will be
presented in chapter 10.

In this chapter, the experimental methods are outlined, which are essen-
tial to achieve atomic contrast in AFM imaging of individual molecules.
First, we examine why small amplitude operation is advantageous in sec-
tion 6.1. After a short overview of the qPlus force sensor in section 6.2,
the noise sources in dynamic AFM are briefly discussed in section 6.3.
The chapter concludes with section 6.4 on the role of tip functionaliza-
tion.
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6.1. Small Amplitude Operation

As outlined in section 3.2 for small oscillation amplitudes the frequency
shift ∆f is proportional to the force gradient Fts. It is obvious that
the gradient of long-range forces is smaller as compared to short-range
forces with a high slope at small distances. Giessibl (47 ) discusses the
relative contribution of short- and long-range force components to the
frequency shift in detail. He shows that equation (3.4) holds for oscilla-
tion amplitudes that are small compared to the range of the short-range
interaction. For such amplitudes the impact of short-range force compo-
nents to the frequency shift are an order of magnitude higher than the
impact of long-range force components. As a matter of fact, the overall
magnitude of long-range force components, which are mainly due to van
der Waals interactions, can be additionally lowered when using sharp
tips.

Here, we are interested in chemical forces within a single molecule. That
is to say, forces with a range comparable to typical bonding lengths of 1Å
to 2Å. Thus, above analysis shows that stable oscillation at amplitudes
below 1Å are required.

6.2. qPlus Sensor

Historically, soft silicon cantilevers with spring constants on the order of
30N m−1 and eigenfrequencies on the order of 160 kHz have been used
in dynamic AFM. These sensors require high oscillation amplitudes for
stable operation. Hence, they are perfectly suited for probing long-range
contributions, such as—to pick just one example—magnetic exchange
force microscopy (76 ).

As discussed in the previous section, small oscillation amplitudes are de-
sired to probe short-range force components. In our combined scanning
tunneling and atomic force microscope (STM/AFM)1 we use sensors
based on the qPlus tuning fork design (24 ). This sensor, depicted in

1Design and realization of our combined STM/AFM are part of a different thesis by
Neu (77 ).
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1 mm

tip wire

PtIr tiptuning fork

substrate

Figure 6.1.: Photograph of a qPlus sensor. The upper prong of a quartz tuning
fork is glued to the ceramic substrate. Since quartz is piezoelectric, oscillation of
the lower prong leads to electrical charge accumulation. This makes the qPlus
sensor “self-sensing”. The separate tip wire with a diameter of 10 µm, which is
hard to see in the photograph, allows simultaneous STM and AFM measurements.
A mechanically cut PtIr tip is glued to the end of the free prong.

figure 6.1, is ideally suited for the experiments presented in this the-
sis. Its high stiffness allows for stable operation at small amplitudes.
Hence, even for relatively strong tip-sample interactions equation (3.4)
and equation (3.5) still hold. Its high quality factor Q minimizes fre-
quency noise (see below).

6.3. Noise Sources in Dynamic AFM

As a downside, small oscillation amplitudes cause a high vulnerability
to frequency noise. According to the argumentation by Giessibl (46 ,
47 ) thermal noise δfthermal and detector noise δfdetector make up the
two main contributions to frequency noise. Since both noise sources are
incoherent, the total frequency noise is given by

δf =
√
δfthermal + δfdetector. (6.1)

6.3.1. Thermal Noise

The thermal noise of a cantilever is given by (9 )

δfthermal
f0

=
√

2kBTB
πf0k0A2Q

, (6.2)
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where B is the bandwidth, A is the oscillation amplitude, kBT the ther-
mal energy, and k0A2/2 = kA2

rms is the mechanical energy stored in the
cantilever.

Our experiments are performed at temperatures of about 5K. Intu-
itively, thermal noise should not play a significant role at cryogenic tem-
peratures. However, we also aim to minimize the oscillation amplitude
A, so it is better to explicate an order of magnitude estimate. The
sensor used for the experiments presented in chapter 10 has a quality
factor of Q ∼ 104 and an eigenfrequency of f0 = 26 057 Hz (see also
section 7.1). Say, we operate the cantilever at an oscillation amplitude
of A = 1Å and assume a bandwidth of ∼ 10 Hz. Then, the thermal
noise is about δf ≈ 2.6 mHz or δfthermal/f0 ≈ 10−7. These numbers
are indeed small compared to the atomic contrast on the order of some
0.1 Hz (corresponding to δf/f0 & 4 × 10−6) seen in typical AFM im-
ages.

6.3.2. Detector Noise

Detector noise is a measure of how accurate the deflection of the can-
tilever can be determined. In our setup this accounts for the com-
plete sensing setup including the phase-locked loop (PLL) measuring
the frequency shift. This noise shows up in the frequency shift as (45 ,
78 )

δfdetector
f0

= nq′B
3/2
FM

πAf0
, (6.3)

where nq′ is the deflection noise density given in fm Hz−1/2 and BFM is
the bandwidth of the frequency detector. Hence, slow scanning signifi-
cantly reduces the noise in the imaging signal.

To give some real-world numbers, the deflection noise density nq′ ≈
(17± 1) fm Hz−1/2 in our setup2 (77 ). The total noise in typical KPFM

2That is, for a bandwidth of 100Hz the deflection of the cantilever can be determined
with a precision of 17 pm, which is still significantly smaller than a typical “small”
oscillation amplitude of 50 pm.
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spectra corresponds to 3 meV in energy or 20 mHz in frequency shift for
an oscillation amplitude of A ≈ 0.5Å.

Both noise sources discussed above scale with the bandwidth B. From
this it follows that slow scanning speeds significantly reduce the to-
tal frequency noise δf . Accordingly, the AFM images presented in
chapter 10 are acquired at scanning speeds lower than 10Å/s. For
this reason, STM mode allowing much higher scanning speeds is used
for large overview scans and to find interesting spots on the surface.
Only, after the image frame is fixed, and proper plan-substraction has
been confirmed, AFM imaging is started to efficiently use measurement
time.

6.4. Tip Functionalization

Gross et al. (26 ) have shown that tip functionalization is a basic require-
ment to visualize the chemical structure of individual molecules. DFT
calculations (75 ) have proved that the submolecular contrast originates
from the Pauli exclusion principle (79 ). Significant contributions due
to Pauli repulsion can only be measured for small tip-sample distances.
Therefore, the tip apex has to be chemically inert. In particular, this
applies for single molecules on insulating films, which are only weakly
bound to the substrate (see chapter 4).

Originally, either a single CO molecule, Cl atom, or pentacene mole-
cule have been used as tip terminations. In addition, we have also ac-
quired atomic and submolecular contrast with a single Xe atom (80 )
at the tip. For the experiments on the configurational switch pre-
sented in chapter 10, CO molecules have been used. In general, lo-
calized wave functions like the π orbitals of CO enable a high lat-
eral resolution. Experimentally, it is advantageous to use CO mole-
cules, since tip preparation is well-known and straightforward (see sec-
tion 7.2.2).

In dynamic AFM a CO tip-termination enables visualization of the
chemical structure of molecules. In this case it is decisive that CO
is inert. Hence, the tip apex stays stable even when the wave functions
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6. Dynamic AFM with Submolecular Resolution

of tip and molecule start to overlap and chemical contrast due to Pauli
repulsion emerges (see section 3.2.4).

In STM mode a CO-terminated tip also leads to different imaging con-
trast as compared to metal tips. Its π-orbitals strongly enhance the p-
wave character of the tip as compared to clean metal tips. For metal tips
the s-wave character dominates since these states expand further into
vacuum (40 , 41 ). This fact can also be rationalized by equation (2.10)
and equation (2.11). The same Fourier expansion as for the sample wave
function can be used for the tip wave function. Then, it is clear that high
k values lead to a faster decay into the vacuum.

According to Chen’s derivative rule (37 ), the tunneling matrix element
for p-wave tips is proportional to the lateral derivative of the local density
of states, that is

Mpx ∝
∂Ψ
∂x

, (6.4)

Mpy ∝
∂Ψ
∂y

. (6.5)

This has been demonstrated recently by Gross et al. (81 ). We have em-
ployed this technique for the experiments presented in chapter 11.
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7.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments presented in chapters 10 and 11 were carried out in two
different setups. Both are based on a design developed and improved by
Meyer (82 ) and later commercialized by Zöphel (83 ). The first setup
is a modified commercial STM from SPS-Createc GmbH (84 ), whereas
the second one is a homebuilt combined STM/AFM. Both setups only
differ in the heart of the microscope head, but are otherwise compatible
to each other. This enables the use of same samples in both machines,
and obviously facilitates handling.

A photograph of the STM/AFM apparatus is shown in figure 7.1. A
combination of a turbomolecular pump, an ion pump and a titanium sub-
limation pump provides a base pressure better than 1× 10−10mbar.

A gate valve makes it possible to separate the STM chamber from the
preparation chamber. The preparation chamber holds an ionization
gauge, a sample storage, as well as the equipment for sample prepa-
ration, namely the alkali halide evaporator and a sputter gun. Both the
ion pump and the titanium sublimation pump are attached to the prepa-
ration chamber. Additionally, it is possible to connect a quadrupole mass
spectrometer.

The load lock is attached to the preparation chamber on the back side.
It can be pumped separately from the rest of the chamber by the turbo
molecular pump. Therefore, it is possible to transfer samples and evapo-
rators without breaking the vacuum. Transferable evaporators are used
to deposit metal atoms or organic molecules, respectively, on the cleaned
sample.
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Figure 7.1.: Photograph of UHV apparatus. On the left-hand side the manipulator
is connected to the preparation chamber. On the right-hand side are the STM
chamber, and, on top of it, the bath cryostat. The load-lock is located on the
back.

The manipulator can be cooled with liquid nitrogen (LN2) or liquid
helium (LHe). This makes it possible to prepare and transfer sam-
ples at low temperatures. Furthermore the sample can be heated inde-
pendently using a small oven, on which the single crystal is installed.
This is essential in order to grow alkali halides in a wide temperature
range.

The bath cryostat consists of an LN2 and an LHe tank with a capacity
of 15 l and 4 l, respectively. The microscope is suspended from springs,
which are attached to the bottom of the LHe cryostat, to achieve good
mechanical vibration isolation. Resonant oscillations of the springs are
damped by an eddy-current brake. For thermal isolation, the microscope
is surrounded by two radiation shields at the temperature of LN2 and
LHe, respectively.

Using the manipulator, samples can be transferred in and out of the
microscope. Deposition of organic molecules or metal atoms onto the
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Figure 7.2.: A Cross-section of bath cryostat. B Three-dimensional model of
beetle-type scan head in Createc design. In this picture the STM is pulled down
for sample transfer. Panel C shows a sample holder placed in the scan head.

sample is carried out in situ. That is, the sample remains in the micro-
scope during the evaporation process. For this purpose an evaporator
is positioned in front of the microscope. Then, a pair of small shutters
in each radiation shield (not shown in figure 7.2A) is opened, while the
molecules or atoms are thermally sublimed.

The Besocke beetle-type design principle of the scanner is well-known for
its inherent mechanical stability (85 ). A three-dimensional computer-
aided design (CAD) model of the microscope is shown in figure 7.2B.
The tip is mounted to a ring which has three ramps on the bottom
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(ramp ring). The coarse movement of the tip is based on inertial sliding
of the ramp ring on the sapphire balls of the outer piezos. To this
end, cycles of stick and slip motion are triggered by a suitable sawtooth
voltage applied simultaneously to all piezos. Displacing all piezos in
the same direction results in lateral movement (x, y), while moving
tangentially (circular motion of the ramp ring) results in the coarse
approach (z).

In the pure STM setup the tip is attached to a fourth identical tube
piezo (not seen in figure 7.2B). The use of four identical piezos results in
a very good thermal compensation. In the combined STM/AFM setup
the qPlus sensor (see section 6.2) is mounted to the fourth piezo. In this
case, the central piezo is used to drive the cantilever oscillation, and the
outer piezos are used for z movement.

The AFM is operated in the frequency modulation mode (9 ) (see sec-
tion 3.1). The qPlus tuning fork sensor (24 ) used for the experiments
presented in chapter 10 had a spring constant k0 ≈ 1.8 × 103 Nm−1, a
resonance frequency f0 = 26 057Hz, and a quality factor Q ≈ 104. Fol-
lowing the discussion in section 6.1 sub-Ångstrom oscillation amplitudes
have been used to maximize the lateral resolution (45 ).

7.2. Sample and Tip Preparation

This chapter is intended to present the relevant properties of the sub-
strate systems, on which all experiments have been conducted. Subse-
quently, the procedure to create CO-functionalized tips is presented.

7.2.1. Substrate Systems

All experiments have in common that clean copper single crystals were
used. The copper surfaces were cleaned in the preparation chamber by
several cycles of Ne+ sputtering (10min to 20min at an ion energy of
1 keV) and subsequent annealing up to 830K.
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[01-1]

[10-1]
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Figure 7.3.: Ball model illustrating sixfold symmetry of Cu(111) surface. The
close-packed directions are shown.

The electron-phonon (e-ph) coupling, which is responsible for the en-
ergy broadening in STS (see section 5.2), differs significantly for the
insulating films used in this work. The best energy resolution can be
achieved on Xenon islands with a line width of ΓXe ≈ 0.1 eV. For rubid-
ium iodide the line width is ΓRbI ≈ 0.15 eV, while for sodium chloride
it rises to ΓNaCl ≈ 0.3 eV. In general, it is advantageous to work on a
substrate system with the best possible energy resolution. However, it
turns out that the e-ph coupling strength scales with the polarizability
of the substrate giving rise to some ionic contributions to the adsorp-
tion energy. For this reason, adsorbates are less mobile on NaCl as
compared to RbI and Xe. Therefore, experiments which require long
measurement times have been performed on substrates with higher line
width (NaCl, RbI). Only, if the energy resolution is crucial, Xe is used
as a substrate.

NaCl(100) on Cu(111)

Cu(111) is a close-packed surface and its close-packed directions are de-
noted as

[
011̄

]
,
[
11̄0

]
and

[
101̄

]
(as illustrated in figure 7.3). The distance

between two neighboring atoms is aCu/
√

2 = 2.55Å. The (111) surfaces
of noble metals exhibit a Shockley surface state (86 ). For Cu(111) the
band minimum is 450 mV below the Fermi energy.
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Figure 7.4.: Typical STM images of NaCl/Cu(111) sample preparation. A Pen-
tacene (Pc) molecules on a mainly 2ML thick island of NaCl (V = 1.5 V, I = 2 pA).
It shows straight nonpolar edges. Some smaller islands of a third layer (3ML) of
NaCl are on top of the bilayer. The tip had been indented into the bare copper
surface at the indicated positions (tip marks) to get a sharp metal tip. B Similar
STM image acquired with a CO-terminated tip. CO molecules for tip-preparation
show up as depressions (V = 1.4 V, I = 0.6 pA). C-E Bias-dependent imaging of
pentacene molecules with a CO-terminated tip (I = 2 pA). Voltages correspond to
the onset of the LUMO (C, V = 1.3 V), the HOMO-LUMO gap region (D, V =
1.1 V), and the onset of the HOMO (E, V = −2.2 V).

During epitaxial growth of (100)-terminated islands of NaCl the sample
has been kept at a temperature of 10 ◦C. At this deposition tempera-
ture the NaCl islands formed have a width of up to several hundreds
of Ångstrom. The islands have nonpolar edges and grow immediately
as a double layer. Different domains of growth directions can be distin-
guished (87 ). For the experiments presented in this thesis the coverage
was significantly below one monolayer (meaning that less than half of the
sample surface is covered with a bilayer of NaCl).
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Figure 7.5.: Ball models illustrating Cu(331) surface. Intrinsic step edges along the[
1̄10

]
direction can be seen. Atoms in three topmost layers are colored differently

for clarity.

The lattice constant of NaCl is aNaCl = 5.64Å at room temperature,
which gives a nearest-neighbor distance between atoms of the same ionic
species of aNaCl/

√
2 = 3.99Å. At a sample temperature of T ≈ 8 K the

lattice of NaCl/Cu(111) is compressed by 2% compared to the lattice
constant at room temperature (87 ).

Where the Cu(111) is covered with a double layer of NaCl the Cu(111)
Shockley surface state band turns into an interface state band. The
band minimum shifts to 230 ± 30 mV (88 ). All adsorbates, regardless
of their charge state, on the bare Cu(111) surface lead to scattering of
surface state electrons. However, only the long-range Coulomb potential
of charged adsorbates on the insulating film acts as a scattering potential
for the interface state electrons. This phenomenon can be employed to
measure the charge state of adsorbates (89 , 90 ).

RbI(100) on Cu(331)

The Cu(331) surface, which serves as a substrate for ultrathin (100)-
terminated RbI films, consists of alternating monoatomic (111) and
(100) nanofacets, as illustrated in figure 7.5. The resulting intrinsic step
edges are aligned along the

[
1̄10

]
direction. Neighboring rows are sepa-

rated by a distance of
√

38/4·aCu = 5.56Å, while two neighboring atoms
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Figure 7.6.: A Typical STM image of RbI/Cu(331) substrate system. Regions of
1ML to 3ML coverage and some pentacene molecules (Pc) are indicated. No bare
Cu(331) is visible since it is covered by a RbI wetting layer (indicated as 1ML).
V = 0.2 V, I = 2 pA. B Schematic model of RbI on Cu(331). The Smoluchowski
smoothing effect leads to surface dipoles. Consequently, I anions favor kink atoms,
and Rb cations sit between intrinsic step edges.

in a row are separated by aCu/
√

2 = 2.55Å.

Similar to NaCl/Cu(111), (100)-terminated RbI islands are grown on
Cu(331). During the evaporation process the sample is kept at a tem-
perature of 0 ◦C; after this step it is annealed to 40 ◦C and kept at this
temperature until the sample has been transferred into the STM. In con-
trast to NaCl/Cu(111) the first RbI layer grows as a single wetting layer.
Thus, the coverage has to be well above one monolayer to get sufficiently
large areas covered with a second layer of RbI1.

The lattice constant of RbI is aRbI = 7.34Å, which yields a nearest-
neighbor distance of atoms of the same ionic species of aRbI/

√
2 =

5.20Å. The growth of related systems has been studied in detail (91 ,
92 ). It is expected and consistent with experimental results, that RbI
on Cu(331) grows in an analog manner. Accordingly, the I anions are
located on top of intrinsic Cu step edges, as illustrated in figure 7.6B,
which carry a positive charge due to the Smoluchowski smoothing ef-
fect (93 ). This goes along with significant strain, since the distance

1Only a bilayer of RbI ensures that adsorbates are thoroughly electronically decou-
pled.
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Figure 7.7.: Typical STM images of a Xe/Cu(111) sample preparation. A Regions
of bare Cu(111) and 1ML and 2ML thick Xenon islands are indicated (V = 0.4 V,
I = 2 pA). B Two pentacene molecules on a 1ML thick Xenon island (V = 0.2 V,
I = 0.4 pA).

between intrinsic step edges is about 1.07× aRbI/
√

2 at room tempera-
ture.

Xe(100) on Cu(111)

Xe films were formed by adsorption on Cu(111) while the sample was
inside the STM below 15 K. A background Xe pressure of typically 2×
10−5 mbar was maintained in the UHV chamber for 30 s. This results in
mainly monolayer-islands of Xe of hexagonal shape on the bare Cu(111)
surface (94 , 95 ).

The experiments on Xe islands presented in chapter 11 have been per-
formed exclusively on one monolayer thick islands.

7.2.2. Tip Functionalization

Controlled vertical manipulation of individual CO molecules from and
back onto copper surfaces has been demonstrated already in 1997 by
Bartels, Meyer, and Rieder (96 ). A characteristic contrast change when
imaging further CO molecules signals that a single CO molecule has
been successfully transferred to the tip apex. In recent years this method
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Figure 7.8.: CO tip-functionalization on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). A and C corre-
spond to constant current STM images before and after picking up one of the CO
molecules (V = 0.4 V, I = 1 pA). In between the tip was approached at V =
0.05V by 5Å with respect to the STM set point of panel A. The circle indicates
the tip position during approach. B Topographic line scans across the second CO
molecule as indicated by the dotted lines in panels A and C. Panels D-F illustrate
the procedure: a clean metal tip is positioned above a CO molecule (D); upon
approach (E) the CO molecule transfers to the tip (F). This step is accompanied
by a rotation of 180° (that is, the O atom sticks out in both cases).

has been deployed for AFM (26 ) and STM (81 ) studies of individual
molecules2.

It is also possible to pick up single CO molecules from ultrathin NaCl
films on copper surfaces3, as presented in figure 7.8. Therefore, the tip
is positioned to be above the center of a CO molecule. Then, the tip is

2Recently, a reverse setup with the CO molecule adsorbed on a Cu(111) surface
probing tungsten tip clusters has been employed to identify the tip cluster by its
angular symmetry of chemical bonds (30 ).

3Since transferring CO molecules back onto the NaCl film is not as reliable this is
no example for controlled vertical manipulation on insulating surfaces.
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approached by a few Ångstroms.

For the experiments presented in chapter 10 and chapter 11, CO mol-
ecules were adsorbed at sample temperatures below 10 K by maintain-
ing a background CO pressure of typically 2 × 10−5 mbar in the UHV
chamber for about 2 s. The coverage was chosen to be far below one
monolayer. Before functionalizing the tip apex with a CO molecule, a
clean metal tip has to be prepared by indenting the tip into the bare
copper surface. During this procedure voltages up to 10V are applied
such that currents on the order of a few microamperes are established.
It is believed that this modus operandi results in local melting due to
the high current density. Consequently, it is expected that the resulting
tip apex is covered by copper. Only, when STM images prove that the
tip is sharp and symmetric (e. g. CO molecules appear circular) one tries
to pick up a CO molecule as illustrated in figure 7.8. In the combined
STM/AFM a small frequency shift ∆f is an additional quantitative
measure for a sharp tip (that is, small van der Waals interactions, see
section 3.2).
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In conjunction with the experiments presented in chapter 10 of this
thesis, density functional theory (DFT) calculations of individual thian-
threne (TH), dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene (DBTH), and dinaphtho[a,j]thian-
threne (DNTH) molecules have been performed. These calculations veri-
fied the initial assumptions of the molecular geometry. Furthermore, the
calculations provided numbers for the relevant energy scales.

In the introductory section, I will first present the fundamental idea
behind DFT. A detailed overview of DFT goes beyond the scope of this
thesis, so this discussion will be very briefly. The subsequent section
then presents the computational details for the series of above mentioned
molecules.

8.1. Introduction

DFT is a well-established method in physics and chemistry to calculate
the ground state properties of many-body systems (97 , 98 ). It is based
on the Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem (99 ). This theorem states that the
ground-state density n (r) of a system of interacting electrons in some ex-
ternal potential v (r) determines this potential uniquely.

As the external potential v (r), in turn, specifies all physical observables,
it is possible—at least in principle—to determine all physical parame-
ters from the electron density n (r) alone. The many-body problem
depending on 3N coordinates is therefore formally reduced to finding
the electron density n (r) depending only on the three spatial coordi-
nates.
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In practice, the problem is usually solved in a self-consistent cycle for
the single-particle equations(

−1
2∇

2 + veff (r)− εj
)
φj (r) = 0, (8.1)

where

n (r) =
N∑
j=1
|φj (r)|2 , (8.2)

veff (r) = v (r) +
∫

n (r′)
|r− r′|dr

′ + vxc (r) . (8.3)

The ground-state energy is then given by

E =
∑
j

εj + Exc [n (r)]−
∫
vxc (r)n (r) dv− 1

2

∫
n (r)n (r′)
|r− r′| . (8.4)

Equations (8.1)–(8.4) are called the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations (100 ),
where vxc is the local exchange-correlation potential, and Exc [n (r)] is
the exchange-correlation energy.

The accuracy of DFT is now determined by the exactness of approx-
imating Exc and vxc. In theory, given the exact exchange-correlation,
the ground-state energy would be exact. In fact, approximating the
exchange-correlation part is the crucial task. Among the most common
approximations for Exc are the local-density approximation (LDA) and
many forms of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA).

The HOMO-LUMO gap ∆ of molecules is often approximated as the
eigenvalue difference of the corresponding Kohn-Sham eigenstates (or-
bitals) based on Koopman’s theorem (101 ). This mapping is not justi-
fied from theory, and usually underestimates the gap in the GGA formal-
ism. A better estimate of the gap can be achieved in the self-consistent
field method (102 ) by calculating the total energy difference between
the neutral and the charged system (both in the relaxed geometry of
the neutral system):

∆ = E0(N)− E0(N + 1), (8.5)
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8.2. TH, DBTH and DNTH molecules

where E0(N) corresponds to the energy of the neutral molecule in its
optimized geometry and E0(N + 1) corresponds to the energy of the
molecule with an extra electron added in the geometry of the neutral
system. This treatment is also intuitive in the case for STM experiments
in a DBTJ. As a consequence of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation,
electron injection into the LUMO of a given molecule occurs in the
geometry of the neutral molecule. This directly reflects the situation of
Coulomb blockade as discussed in section 5.1.

8.2. TH, DBTH and DNTH molecules

In conjunction with the experiments presented in chapter 10 we have per-
formed DFT calculations for free DBTH calculations using the highly
optimized CPMD code (103 ). To get a more systematic view of the chemi-
cal mechanisms, similar calculations have been performed for the highly
related molecules TH and DNTH. Prior to these runs, the validity of
all parameters has been verified by calculating the structure of the well-
known pentacene molecule (104–107 ).

A plane-wave cut-off energy of 130 Ry (≈ 1.8 keV) was used in all cases.
PBE (Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof) exchange correlation functionals (108 )
and ab-initio norm-conserving pseudopotentials (109 ) were applied.

We have deliberately chosen above mentioned parameters for several
reasons:

1. It was known from previous studies that similar parameters have
proven to yield reliable geometries for other organic molecules (26 ,
75 ).

2. While hybrid functionals might yield more accurate values of ab-
solute energies, they require much more computing power. All
calculations using the PBE functional could be carried out on a
standard desktop computer within less than 24 hours.

3. The molecules under study are computationally unproblematic in
a sense that they e. g. do not contain any transition metal centers
which are known for high self-interaction errors when using PBE
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8. Density Functional Theory Calculations

Table 8.1.: DFT calculated properties of TH, DBTH,
DNTH, and pentacene molecules. For each molecule the
folding angle and the cell size of the calculation are given.

Molecule Folding Angle Θ Cell size (Å3)
TH 137.4° 17.0×13.6×17.0
DBTH 134.6° 24.0×24.0×24.0a

18.0×16.2×9.0b
DNTH 155.4° 24.0×14.4×14.4
Pentacene 180.0° 24.0×12.0×14.4
a Determination of molecular geometry.
b Determination of energy vs. Θ dependence.

or related functionals in the generalized-gradient approximation
(see for example Rappoport et al. (110 )).

The molecular structure has been found by minimizing the total en-
ergy and relaxing the ions until the forces on all atoms were below
5× 10−4Eh/a0 (≈ 40 pN ≈ 2.1 meV/Å)1.

An important quantity of the molecules studied here, TH, DBTH, and
DNTH, is their dihedral angle Θ2. Poly-aromatic hydrocarbons consist-
ing only of C and H atoms (e. g. pentacene) are planar. Exchanging
a C-H group for a S atom in such a molecular structure—i. e., incor-
porating a thioether group—leads to a folding of molecules (111–116 ).
This is due to two lone pairs (that is four non-bonded electrons) of the
S atoms.

Structure Determination

In a first step, we have optimized the structure for TH, DBTH, and
DNTH molecules by relaxing all atoms. To check the validity of our
input parameters, the structure of the well-known pentacene molecule

1Atomic (Hartree) units are internally used in CPMD.
2The dihedral angle corresponds to the angle between the normal vectors of two
planes defined by the outer benzene units. In this work, folding angle is used
synonymously.
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8.2. TH, DBTH and DNTH molecules

has also been determined. The cell size for each calculation is given in
table 8.1. All cell sizes are relatively large compared to the size of the
molecules. This was done to enable comparison of STM orbital images
at low currents (large tip-molecule distances correspond to a contour of
low constant electron density) with corresponding Kohn-Sham orbitals
at low isovalues.

Energy versus Folding Angle Θ of DBTH

There is no preferential direction of folding for free molecules (or mol-
ecules in gas phase). However, adsorption on a surface will break this
symmetry. For instance, TH and its derivatives may adsorb with either
side up or down. For this reason, we have also calculated the energy
barrier for flapping between both configurations.

To this end, we have optimized the geometry for fixed dihedral angles
ranging from 90° to 183°. That is, the atoms may relax with the con-
straint that the dihedral angle as defined in figure 10.1 is fixed. For this
series of calculations we have chosen a smaller cell size (see table 8.1) to
reduce computation time.

The results of the calculations described here will be presented in con-
nection with the respective experiments on DBTH molecules in sec-
tion 10.2.
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9. Design of an STM Head for Use in High
Magnetic Fields

Everything should be made as simple as
possible, but not simpler.

(Albert Einstein)

This chapter presents design, construction and build-up of an STM head
for use in high magnetic fields.

In the last years many fascinating experiments on spin manipulation on
the atomic scale have been performed (11–13 , 15 , 16 , 117 ). All these
experiments require high magnetic fields. Another exciting experiment
would be the realization of an Aharonov-Bohm interferometer in an STM
setup, a prospective experiment recently proposed by Cano and Paul
(118 ).

For the experiments presented in chapters 10 and 11 STM heads based on
the Besocke design (85 ) have been applied. While their performance is
great with respect to thermal drift compensation, high magnetic fields on
the order of 10T are nearly incompatible with Besocke-type microscope
heads for several reasons:

• The high magnetic fields are realized by superconducting solenoids
with a small bore with a diameter of typically 2 inch = 50.4 mm1.
Typical Besocke designs are simply too large to fit inside the bore.

• Due to their design they have usually low eigenfrequencies. There-
fore, they are suspended from long springs and eddy-current damp-
ing is used for vibration isolation. As a matter of principle eddy-
current damping is not possible inside the bore of a solenoid. In
principle, it is possible to relocate the damping stage outside the
bore. However, this comes along with high experimental effort.

1Solenoids with larger bores are much more expensive at the same maximum mag-
netic field.
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• Finally, magnetic forces are a severe issue. In particular, the ramp
ring is held solely by gravity.

Section 9.1 introduces the magnet cryostat, in which the STM head is to
be mounted. After presenting the design goals of the STM head in sec-
tion 9.2, its realization is discussed in section 9.3.

9.1. Magnet Cryostat

The Zeeman energy for a single spin-flip excitation is

∆ = gµBB, (9.1)

where g = 2.0023 for a free electron and µB = 57.9 eV/T is the Bohr
magneton. For a magnetic field of 9T the Zeeman energy ∆ ≈ 1 meV.
Thermal broadening leads to a line width of 5.4kBT in STS data (119 ).
Therefore, only for temperatures . 2 K thermal broadening is small
enough to resolve spin-flip events in STS2.

To this end, the STM head is to be mounted in the magnet cryostat
presented in figure 9.1. This cryostat mainly differs in two key aspects
from the 4K cryostats used in the existing apparatuses of our research
group:

Magnetic field
A superconducting solenoid provides magnetic fields perpendicular
to the sample surface of up to 9T.

1-K pot
A so-called 1-K pot allows to attain temperatures of about 1.3K.
For this purpose, a small vessel is filled with liquid helium. Evap-
orative cooling is applied to lower the vapor pressure of liquid
helium in the 1-K pot and hence its temperature.

2The experiments in chapter 11 are performed at 5K, although the relevant energy
scales are on the order of 100meV. In this case low temperature suppresses surface
diffusion and enables high thermal stability of the STM junction (cf. chapter 4).
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Figure 9.1.: Illustration of 1K/9T apparatus. A Schematic cross-section of
bottom part of magnet cryostat. Not all details are shown. The frame and spring
which are used for suspension of the STM head and sample-transfer are indicated
as an overlay. B Photograph of laboratory. In this picture the manipulator is
not assembled. C Photograph of frame which is to be mounted in the bore of the
magnet. By using a strong spring it can be pulled-down for tip and sample transfer.
The STM head, shown in the inset, will be attached to the circular Teflon piece.
Dashed lines illustrate this connection. D The microscope wiring is fed into UHV
via three multipin feedthroughs at the top of the cryostat (panel E). The wires are
firmly pressed to baffles at different temperatures between room temperature and
LHe temperature for thermal anchoring.
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A pressure of p = 1.5 mbar above the LHe bath in the 1-K pot corre-
sponds to a temperature of 1.3K. To obtain this pressure a pump with
a pumping speed of

V̇ = ṅRT

p
≈ 30 m3

h , (9.2)

is required, where ṅ = 56 ml/h = 1.75 mol/h is the LHe consumption
as per data sheet3, R is the gas constant, and T = 300 K. Here, an
XDS35i scroll pump from Edwards Vacuum (120 ) with a pumping speed
of 36m3/h is used. The cooling power of the 1-K pot equals the rate
of evaporated liquid helium times its latent heat of evaporation L =
83 J/mol (58 ), that is

P = ṅL = 40 mW. (9.3)

When operating the STM the head is located in the bore of the magnet
(see figure 9.1A) with the tunneling junction at the point of highest mag-
netic field. For tip and sample transfer a strong spring is pulled down
to grab them with a manipulator. The manipulator—except for its end
piece—is similar to the ones used in the existing apparatuses.

As a matter of principle 1-K pots are source of mechanical vibrations4.
For this reason, the magnet cryostat is designed in a way that the STM
head is not mounted on the 1-K pot. Instead, the STM head is mechani-
cally fixed to the 4K helium stage (which itself is mechanically decoupled
from the surroundings) of the cryostat. Only a thermal connection is es-
tablished between the STM head and the 1-K pot.

For this purpose, very high purity copper wires5 connect the STM head
to the 1-K pot. As discussed in section 4.2, the thermal conductivity of
metals is proportional to its purity in the relevant temperature range.
Thus, a strong thermal coupling is achieved without a stiff mechanical

3The consumption is taken as constant, since it is determined by the dimensions of
a small capillary between main bath and 1-K pot providing constant supply.

4When the helium from the main bath is thermalized before entering the 1-K pot,
the helium is superfluid in the pot (121 ). This is done in our setup.

5Cu wires, purity ≥99.999%, diameter of 0.1mm, with a thermal conductivity κ =
11 300 W/(m K) (58 ).
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coupling. On the other hand, a piece machined from PTFE (Teflon)
realizes a weak thermal coupling6 between STM head and main helium
stage (see figure 9.1C).

The microscope wiring, illustrated in figure 9.1D and 9.1E, is fed into
UHV via three multipin feedthroughs at the top of the cryostat. Teflon
insulated twisted pair stainless steel cables with a braided shielding are
used for all leads. Stainless steel minimizes the heat input into the
system. Moreover, the cables are thermally anchored to baffles at the
top of the cryostat. When thermodynamic equilibrium is reached, the
baffles (not shown in figure 9.1A, cf. cryostat in figure 7.2A) are at
descending temperatures from top to bottom.

To avoid ground loops each of the multipin feedthroughs is dedicated to
a different scope of the microscope wiring:

1. Sensitive signal leads, i. e. leads for bias voltage and leads to handle
(read out or pre-amplify) the tunneling current.

2. Piezo voltages, which can be up to ±200 V. For this reason,
it makes sense to spatially separate the unshielded pins at the
feedthroughs from sensitive signal leads.

3. Additional leads required, e. g. for temperature sensors.

All leads connecting the STM head are collected at likewise separated
multipin connectors at the bottom of the cryostat (at the 4K helium
stage). Nonmagnetic phosphor bronze leads are used as cables between
this point and the STM head to avoid stainless steel in the critical re-
gion.

9.2. Design Goals of STM Head

Prior to the actual design and construction of the STM head several
goals were fixed:

6The thermal conductivity of PTFE at 4K is only κ = 46 mW/(m K) (58 ).
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Figure 9.2.: Illustration of open (A) and closed (B) loop design of an STM head.
A sinusoidal force models environmental vibrations. In the open loop design, this
leads to a bending mode. Such a bending mode, being most probably the lowest
eigenfrequency, has a high impact on the tip-sample distance z . In contrast, the
closed loop design is much stiffer and less susceptible to the same sinusoidal force.

Modularity

In the course of construction there is always a chance that some com-
ponents will not work as anticipated. Therefore, we set a high value
on modularity. That is, the STM head was divided into independent
functional units of vertical coarse approach, lateral coarse approach, tip-
exchange mechanism, sample receptacle unit, and top cover for mount-
ing. These units are indicated in figure 9.3A. Each of these parts may
be changed easily when necessary or desirable to implement additional
functionality.

Rigidity

Rigidity of an STM head is highly desirable for vibrational immunity.
The tunneling current exponentially depends on the tip-sample distance.
For this reason vibration isolation is essential for high-precision STM and
STS measurements. Thus, the tip-sample junction has to be decoupled
from external disturbances (122 ).

In general, the aim is to create a vibration filter having a large bandwidth
using a system with a series of unmatched transfer functions (123 ).
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The UHV chamber and the cryostat have low eigenfrequencies on the
order of a few Hz. Hence, the STM head itself is designed to have
eigenfrequencies in the kHz range.

One important aspect to achieve high rigidity is the closed-loop de-
sign (124 ). Closed-loop designs have in general much higher eigenfre-
quencies as compared to open-loop designs which were used in early
STM heads. This concept is illustrated in figure 9.2. In general, for an
open-loop design the lowest eigenfrequency corresponds to the bending
mode. This bending mode limits the vertical resolution of an STM, and
thus has to be avoided.

In summary, it is desired to manufacture a small STM head in a closed-
loop design made of materials with a high rigidity.

Simplicity

In the spirit of the initial quotation we tried to keep things as simple as
possible. This is best illustrated by the following examples.

• While the cryostat is equipped with radio-frequency cables, the
initial sample holder design only involves a single electrical contact
for the bias voltage.

• While lateral coarse movement is required for experiments on sin-
gle molecules on islands of insulating films, it does not have to be
reproducible at all costs.

• Including a tip-exchange mechanism obeys the second part of the
initial quotation. The added complexity is necessary to enable
spin-polarized STM with different macroscopic tips without break-
ing the vacuum.

9.3. Realization

The design of the final STM head is presented in figure 9.3. The main
body is divided in four parts, which can be build up and changed in-
dependently from each other. All body parts are machined from phos-
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Figure 9.3.: Design of the STM head. A Exploded view depicting the main parts.
The inner two body parts are intended for the vertical piezo motor with the tip
and the lateral piezo motor with the sample. (For clarity, only four piezos of the
vertical motor are drawn.) The further body parts are a top cover to mount the
STM in the bore of the magnet, and a bottom part to adjust the contact pressure
of the sample holder receptacle (see text). B indicates the overall dimensions of
the STM head. C shows a photograph of the assembled and wired STM head.
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Figure 9.4.: Size of STM head in comparison to (A) a Besocke-style scan head
in the Createc design (without ramp ring) and to (B) my own thumb.

phor bronze (CuSn5). This material can easily be machined and has
a high thermal conductance. To avoid stainless steel in the high mag-
netic field region, custom-made screws made of molybdenum are used.
Molybdenum has a high tensile strength. More important, in contrast
to tantalum, its super conduction transition temperature is below the
operation temperature. Figure 9.4 shows the size of the STM head in
comparison to an existing Besocke scan head and an author’s thumb.
Some key components will be discussed in more detail in the following
subsections.

9.3.1. Vertical Piezo Motor for Coarse Approach

The vertical coarse approach mechanism is the crucial part of an STM
head. Many of the remaining components are relatively straightfor-
ward.

Pan-style coarse approach is well established and has proven its value.
It is very reliable and reproducible. This is a big advantage when opti-
cal access is not possible during operation. Originally designed by S. H.
Pan (18 ) it has been adopted by many groups in different systems (19 ,
20 , 23 , 125–127 ), even down to the milli-kelvin regime (21 ).

In particular, it has been designed explicitly for application in high mag-
netic fields at temperatures around or below 1K (18 ). The Pan design
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Table 9.1.: Test of vertical piezo motor at ambient conditions using a sawtooth
wave form.

Peak-to-peak amplitude 20V
Frequency 12 kHz
Speed upward 0.12mm/s
Speed downward 0.16mm/s
Step size upward 10 nm
Step size downward 13.3 nm

is characterized by a sapphire prism pressed onto six shear piezos with
alumina contact pads. Our realization is illustrated in figure 9.3 and
figure 9.5.

Depending on the driving wave forms for each piezo the motion is called
“sliding” or “walking”. In the simplest case all piezos are actuated si-
multaneously using a periodic sawtooth wave form. Then, the resulting
stick-slip motion is referred to as sliding. In contrast, when the piezos
are actuated one after the other, the motion is called walking7. The
walking technique requires individual leads for each piezo, and a more
sophisticated driving electronic. Tests in ambient conditions have shown
that the piezo motor presented here works very reliable using the slid-
ing technique. Driving parameters are summarized in table 9.1. The
difference between up- and downward speed is comparable to the best
settings reported for a similar STM head (21 ). The ratio of step size and
amplitude of driving voltage is also comparable.

9.3.2. Tip-Exchange Mechanism

The tip exchange mechanism, illustrated in figure 9.5A, was inspired
by reference (125 ). Here, a vertical leaf spring has been replaced by a
circular spring to minimize its height. The tip is fixed in a tip holder
made of molybdenum. The tip holder is pressed by the circular spring

7This technique was proposed in the original publication by Pan, Hudson, and Davis
(18 ).
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Figure 9.5.: Details of slider and sample holder. A Rendering of slider and sample
holder assembly. The main piezo is mounted to a hole in the prism. Two shielding
plates on the prism and the tube piezo reduce the electric field at the sample caused
by the piezo voltages. The sample holder receptacle made of phosphor bronze is
rendered translucent for clarity. B Photograph of the slider prism and the wired
scan piezo. On the piezo the shielding is already assembled. C Photograph of the
assembled STM head. All wires are routed in holes of the body to the downside.
D shows how the slider is jammed in between of the shear piezos. It can be seen
that the molybdenum leaf spring is under tension. E Rendering of sample holder
assembly. F Perspective views on sample holder top and bottom.
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into the v-groove of the tip-holder receptacle machined from a piece
of sapphire or Macor. The circular spring also acts as electrical con-
tact for the tunneling current. A transporter at the manipulator carries
the tip holder using its notch to insert the tip holder into the scan-
ner.

9.3.3. Sample Holder

The sample holder assembly is depicted in figure 9.5E-F. The sample
holder base plate is machined from a single piece of molybdenum. Two
M1 threads are used to fix the single crystal by means of a molybdenum
leaf spring. Single crystal samples need to be annealed during sample
preparation. The sample holders are intended for heating by electron
bombardment. To optimize the efficiency a hole in the sample holder
base plate enables direct heating of the single crystal as compared to
indirect heating via the base plate.

If future experiments require samples with more than one electrical con-
tact the sample holder base plate may be machined from heat-resistant
sapphire. In this case the sample holder receptacle can also easily be ad-
justed. It may be manufactured from an insulating material like PEEK,
Macor, or sapphire with several electrical connections.

9.3.4. Lateral Piezo Motor for Coarse Approach

The sample holder receptacle is pressed by an adjustable spring onto a
piezo stack, which can be deflected in both lateral directions (x, y). A
macroscopic movement of the whole sample receptacle with respect to
a piezo stack can be realized by driving the piezo in a stick-slip fashion
similar to the vertical motor. This motor is needed to approach different
spots on the sample surface. In contrast to the vertical coarse approach
the reproducibility in this case is not essential.
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10.26 kHz4.75 kHz3.60 kHz2.90 kHz

D

CA B D

Figure 9.6.: Results of finite element analysis. Deformation in the respective
mode is shown. In addition, the surface color corresponds to the magnitude of
displacement (arbitrary units). A Initially, a thinner wall was used for the body
parts resulting in a lowest eigenfrequency of 2.90 kHz. B This eigenmode can be
increased to 3.60 kHz using a greater wall thickness. C The lowest mode of the scan
piezo and tip assembly corresponds to 4.75 kHz, which is significantly lower than
the eigenfrequency of the scan piezo itself (cf. panel D). D When calculating the
vertical piezo motor without tip, its lowest eigenfrequency corresponds to bending
of the scan piezo at 10.26 kHz.

9.3.5. Finite Element Analysis

In the course of the design work, key components of the STM head were
analyzed by means of finite element analysis (FEA). The structural me-
chanics module of COMSOL Multiphysics was used to compute the low-
est eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes of different parts. The upper end
of each assembly was rigidly fixed, as it is the case in the experimental
setup.

The results are shown in figure 9.6. The initial design of the body is
shown in panel A. Increasing the wall thickness resulted in a shift of the
fundamental eigenfrequency from 2.90 kHz to 3.60 kHz. As can be seen
from figure 9.6D, the eigenfrequency of the main piezo tube is higher
than 10 kHz. Figure 9.6C shows that the tip holder assembly leads to
a shift of the corresponding mode to 4.75 kHz. All modes correspond
to bending of the respective parts. In literature, higher eigenfrequencies
in a similar STM head have only been reported using a unibody design
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manufactured from sapphire (127 ).

Finally, it has to be emphasized that room-temperature data was used
for the material properties. It is therefore safe to assume that at low
temperatures the eigenfrequencies of all parts will shift to higher fre-
quencies.

9.4. Conclusions

In this chapter I have presented the design and build-up of a scanning
tunneling microscope head for operation in high magnetic fields. A rigid
and compact STM head has been developed and built-up. The STM
head provides a simple tip-exchange mechanism to facilitate spin-polar-
ized STM measurements.

While the magnet cryostat has been wired, and all linking parts have
been designed, the integration of the STM head into the apparatus has
not been performed yet. However, initial tests of the vertical piezo motor
and finite element modeling show promise for future experiments.

Other possible applications include giant magnetoresistance (GMR) stud-
ies on single molecules. While it has been shown that it is possible to
prove this effect without applied magnetic field (128 ), an external field
is beneficial. Such prospective experiments might provide insight into
the fundamentals of single spin data storage.
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10. Atomic Force Microscopy Reveals Bistable
Configurations of Dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene and
their Interconversion Pathway

Most of the work presented in this chapter has been published in Physi-
cal Review Letters1 (129). Parts of the text are identical to the publica-
tion.

This chapter presents combined STM and AFM experiments on DBTH
molecules. Recently, the chemical structure of planar pentacene mol-
ecule has been visualized by means of noncontact atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) (26 ). Here, we apply this method to nonplanar DBTH
molecules. In conjunction with the capability of scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) to perform orbital imaging on ultrathin insulating
films (10 ), it is possible to gain independent and complementary infor-
mation of the molecular as well as of the adsorption geometry, but also of
the electronic structure of individual molecules.

We observe that two stable configurations exist corresponding to dif-
ferent isomers of free nonplanar molecules. Excitations from inelas-
tic electron tunneling allow reversible switching between both config-
urations. The chirality of the molecules could be utilized to deter-
mine their interconversion pathway in detail. Finally, our investigations
also shed new light on contrast mechanisms in scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy.

1N. Pavliček et al., Atomic Force Microscopy Reveals Bistable Configurations of
Dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene and their Interconversion Pathway. Physical Review Let-
ters 108, 086101 (2012).
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10. Revealing Bistable Configurations of DBTH

10.1. Introduction

Unambiguous identification of configurational changes of adsorbed mole-
cules is a challenging task by means of STM alone (130 ) probing the local
density of states rather than geometry. Usually, additional techniques
such as near-edge x-ray adsorption fine structure measurements have to
be employed (131 , 132 ).

The AFM measurements were carried out in the homebuilt combined
STM and AFM presented in section 7.1. Some of the STMmeasurements
(figure 10.3 and figure 10.4) were performed in the STM without AFM
capability, which has likewise been presented in section 7.1.

All experiments were carried out on a double layer of sodium chlo-
ride on Cu(111) single crystals. This substrate system is denoted as
NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). The DBTH molecules were synthesized as de-
scribed previously (133 ).

Low coverages of CO (for tip functionalization) and DBTH molecules
were adsorbed at sample temperatures below 10K. As discussed in detail
in section 7.2.2, the tip had been terminated with a CO molecule for all
AFMmeasurements to enhance the resolution considerably (26 ).

10.2. DBTH and Related Molecules

DBTH molecules are within the family of thianthrenes, in which, due
to the presence of the lone pairs of the thioether groups, the molecules
are folded along the S-S axis (111–116 ). As described in section 8.2,
we have performed density functional theory calculations (99 , 100 ) for
a free molecule (i. e., without substrate) using the highly optimized
CPMD code (103 ) to obtain the folding angle for DBTH and related
molecules.

The resulting structures are illustrated in figure 10.1. To define the di-
hedral angles Θ, given in table 8.1, the atoms labeled with a red dot
are used. When going from TH to DBTH the folding angle slightly
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A B C
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PentaceneTH DBTH DNTH

Θ

H

Figure 10.1.: Molecular geometry of thianthrene derivatives from DFT calcula-
tions. A-D Top views of TH, DBTH, DNTH, and pentacene molecules, respec-
tively. E-H Corresponding side views. White, gray, and yellow balls represent H,
C, and S atoms. Red dots indicate the atoms used to define the angles Θ, which
is indicated for TH in panel E. One of the outermost C atoms and the two S
atoms define a plane and the angle Θ between this plane and the second C atom
is measured.
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Figure 10.2.: Relative energy of DBTH molecules as a function of dihedral angle
Θ. The total energy for the optimized geometry is set as zero. The circles cor-
respond to calculated energies in the illustrated geometries. The curve has been
mirrored with respect to a folding angle Θ of 180°.
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decreases. When further increasing the molecular size the folding an-
gle drastically increases. Interestingly, the bond angle for the S atoms
remains roughly unchanged for all three structures. The flattening of
the larger DNTH molecule is instead accomplished by a bending of the
molecular structure over the length of two C-C bonds.

In the optimized geometry, we find a dihedral angle (see figure 10.1 for
definition) of Θ = 134◦. Initially, we compared this value to the one
observed for thianthrene by x-ray crystallography with Θ = 128◦ (112 ).
We attributed the difference to the extension of the π conjugation in
DBTH molecules and thus flattening the molecule. However, from the
DFT calculations it can be seen that for a free TH molecule the value is
roughly the same. This finding suggests that incorporation in a crystal
and associated molecule-molecule interactions lead to a slightly different
value.

Figure 10.2 shows that the energy barrier for flapping is approximately
200meV. As expected, the relative energy diverges for very small Θ,
and is the same for 183° and 177°.

10.3. Bistable Switch of DBTH Molecules

Bias dependent STM images of DBTH on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) are pre-
sented in figure 10.3. Two species of DBTH molecules that are nonequiv-
alent with respect to translation, mirroring and/or rotations exist on the
surface, which we denote as U and D as indicated in the caption of fig-
ure 10.3. STM images at low bias voltages (figures 10.3A and 10.3B)
as well as orbital images (figures 10.3C and 10.3D) show distinct dif-
ferences between both species. However, we note that the nodal plane
structure of the orbital images is the same. In addition, STS spectra
acquired on both species are similar, and the only peak in the acces-
sible voltage range at around 2.45V corresponds to the negative ion
resonance.

By means of the manipulation technique based on inelastic excitations,
which has been introduced in section 5.3, it is possible to induce the
lateral motion of individual molecules, as well as to switch between the
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Figure 10.3.: Bias dependent STM imaging reveals two possible nonequivalent
species of the same individual DBTH molecule on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). A and B
Constant-current images of U and D configuration, respectively, at low bias voltage
(imaging parameters: I = 0.4 pA, V = 0.01V). C and D Images corresponding
to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital acquired with the same metal tip apex
(I = 0.2 pA, V = 2.3 V).

two species. The results are presented in figure 10.42. An analysis of
many excitations reveals that whenever a molecule switches from U to D
or vice versa, both the in-surface-plane orientation and the adsorption
site change (see below for a detailed adsorption geometry determina-
tion). Thus, every species can be assigned to a different adsorption
site.

Figures 10.4E and 10.4F present STM images at low bias voltages. The
difference of these images, shown in figure 10.4G, demonstrates that
neither species has an influence on the scattering wave pattern of the
substrate’s interface state. Hence, it can be inferred that both species
are neutral (89 , 90 )3. The similarity in the electronic structure (nodal
planes in orbital imaging and the energy of the negative ion resonance)
suggests that the molecule is either in the same or an equivalent configu-
ration, that is, it has a similar dihedral angle. The different appearance

2STM and AFM data before and after an excitation show that molecules and NaCl
remain undamaged.

3The long-ranged Coulomb potential of a charged molecule would lead to concentric
ring-like standing waves due to scattering of the interface state (see section 7.2.1)
electrons (89 , 90 ). Since the adsorption site changes, even permanent charging
with the same number of electrons could be detected in the difference image.
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10. Revealing Bistable Configurations of DBTH
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Figure 10.4.: Switching between molecular configurations by means of inelastic
excitations. A manipulation sequence shows subsequent STM orbital images (I =
0.2 pA, V = 2.35V). Crosses indicate previous positions of the center of the
molecule. From A to B only the adsorption position changes. In contrast, both
position and in-plane orientation change from B to C and subsequently to D.
STM images in E and F show same molecule before and after switching between
both configurations (I = 0.4 pA, V = 0.01V). F Difference image constructed by
subtracting image F from image E.

could be simply due to different adsorption sites leading to slightly dif-
ferent electronic properties. It must be emphasized that we can not
draw any conclusions from the STM data going beyond what has been
discussed until this point.

10.4. Revealing the Molecular Structure of Both
Configurations

As a next step, we performed constant height ∆f imaging presented in
figure 10.5A in the AFM mode. It is immediately apparent that the two
species correspond to different molecular configurations (134 ). First,
consider the S-S axis. Whereas U molecules show a characteristic bright
stripe, D molecules do not show any atomic contrast at the center at
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Figure 10.5.: AFM measurements on DBTH on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) with a CO-
functionalized tip. A Constant height AFM image. Imaging parameters: oscillation
amplitude A = 0.5 Å, V = 0V, ∆z = 0.0 Å. ∆z corresponds to a distance
decrease with respect to an STM set-point of I = 0.5 pA, V = 0.4 V above the
clean NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). B Image of the same area as in A after both molecules
changed their adsorption position (A = 0.5 Å, V = 0V, ∆z = 0.1 Å). Insets in A
and B show constant-current STM images of the same frame. Panel C represents
the curvature of the image in A obtained by calculating the Laplacian. Molecular
models (drawn to scale) for U and D are overlaid as a guide to the eye; the
slightly larger appearance of molecules has been discussed previously (75). Inset
shows atomically resolved NaCl lattice. D Model representing molecules in U and
D configuration on a surface. E Model depicting chiral enantiomers of the free
molecule.

the same tip height. In addition, the carbon rings of U molecules show
an apparent distortion.

Before we shed light on the actual structure of both configurations,
we have to discuss the origin of the contrast in the frequency shift.
For the small amplitudes used here, the frequency shift well approxi-
mates the force gradient. While attractive long-range forces are respon-
sible for overall negative ∆f background, repulsive short-range contri-
butions due to Pauli repulsion are decisive for the intramolecular con-
trast as was shown in (26 , 75 ). These short-range forces are very sen-
sitive to the tip-molecule distance. An examination of C atoms and
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Figure 10.6.: Distance dependence of constant height AFM imaging. A Image
of D molecule at closer tip-molecule distance as compared to figure 10.5. The
molecule is adsorbed close to a CO molecule. At this distance the S atoms are also
visible for D molecules. Imaging parameters: oscillation amplitude A = 0.6 Å, V =
0V, ∆z = −0.4 Å. ∆z corresponds to a distance decrease with respect to an STM
set point of I = 1.5 pA, V = 0.3 V above the clean NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). B When
imaging U molecules at larger tip-molecule distances, no apparent distortions due
to bending of the CO molecule at the tip apex are visible (A = 0.5 Å, V = 0V,
∆z = −0.3 Å relating to I = 0.5 pA, V = 0.4 V).

C-C bonds shows a specific gradient for both species. In the D (U)
configuration the contrast increases (decreases) with the distance to
the S-S axis. As discussed above, in this regime we can attribute a
higher contrast with stronger repulsive contributions, and consequently
a smaller distance to the molecule. Thus, the bright band along the
S-S axis in the U configuration can be attributed to a small distance
to the tip. We believe that the sharp feature is a fingerprint of the
CO molecule at the tip apex which bends due to the protruding S
atoms (75 ). Accordingly, in this configuration the S atoms are pointing
upward, and the aromatic rings are close to the surface. In contrast, the
S atoms of D molecules are closest to the surface, whereas its naphtha-
lene units are pointing upwards. Both configurations are illustrated in
figure 10.5D.

The S atoms can also be imaged for D molecules when using an STM
set point over the bare NaCl surface corresponding to a slightly smaller
tip-sample distance as compared to figure 10.5. Such an AFM image
is presented in figure 10.6A. In this case, the outer rings appear very
bright corresponding to a small distance to the tip. It can be seen that
there is significant repulsive force also for the regions inside the carbon
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rings. This points out that the CO molecule at the tip apex is strongly
bent when imaging these regions. In agreement to this interpretation, a
considerable signal in the excitation channel is observed for even smaller
tip-sample distances (not presented here).

These results are consistent with AFM images of U molecules, pre-
sented in figure 10.6B, at larger tip-sample distances as compared to
figure 10.5. In this case, the interaction of the CO molecule at the tip
apex with the protruding S atoms is lower. Accordingly, the S atoms
are imaged without apparent distortions and no sharp features are ob-
served.

10.5. Determination of the Interconversion Pathway

The stereochemistry of DBTH molecules can be utilized to determine the
pathway of the configurational change (135 , 136 ). We have estimated
the barrier for flapping to be about 200meV from our density functional
calculations using the relative energy versus folding angle Θ (see sec-
tion 8.2 and discussion of figure 10.2). As the flapping of molecules
is frozen at the temperatures of our experiments, there are two enan-
tiomers of the free molecule possessing C2 symmetry, as depicted in
figure 10.5E4.

In general, going from upward to downward pointing S atoms can be
realized either by flipping from one face to the other, or by flapping the
naphthalene units with respect to the S atoms. The molecular structure
projected onto the surface plane would change for flipping, but not for
flapping. As can be seen from the left molecule in Figs. 10.5A and 10.5B,
the latter is the case. From this it follows immediately that switching
is caused by a change of the folding angle, and the initial and final
configurations correspond to the different chiral enantiomers of the free
molecule as depicted in figure 10.5E.

4In total, 4 configurational isomers exist on the surface: one pair of enantiomers for
molecules in each configuration (U and D).
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10. Revealing Bistable Configurations of DBTH

10.6. Force versus Distance Curves

In all AFM images presented here the C and S atoms appear distinctly
different. It is interesting to ask wether these differences stem from
their chemical nature or if this is purely due to molecular geometry.
To this end we recorded frequency shift versus distance curves, which
are presented in figure 10.7A. All curves were recorded in a constant
distance to the underlying NaCl surface. To concentrate on the short-
range contributions a curve above the bare NaCl surface has been sub-
tracted.

It is clear that the curves acquired above the two C sites are qualita-
tively similar, while the curve over the S atom is significantly different.
This hints to a chemical sensitivity rather than a purely geometric ef-
fect (137 ). The tip-sample force can be extracted from the frequency
shift versus distance curves using the method of Sader and Jarvis (138 )5.
The resulting force curves are given in figure 10.7B. For the C sites, the
slope of the force curves decreases for small tip-sample distances, sug-
gesting that it is close to the force minimum. In contrast, for the S site
the slope is approximately constant and its absolute value is significantly
higher.

10.7. Adsorption Site Determination

To get more insight into the stabilization mechanism of both species, we
determined the adsorption site of molecules in both states. Therefore,
we used AFM imaging with STM constant-current feedback. That is,
the frequency shift ∆f is recorded simultaneously with the STM topog-
raphy while the STM feedback is used to control the tip height6. Fig-
ures 10.8C-10.8F show the frequency shift ∆f of such measurements for
both configurations. Recently, it has been shown that the faint maxima

5For this analysis, a Matlab script provided by Welker, Illek, and Giessibl (139 ) has
been slightly modified.

6STM and AFM signals are convoluted in this mode (140 ). However, this mode
enables atomic resolution on NaCl and stable imaging of the molecules at the same
time (27 ).
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Figure 10.7.: Force spectroscopy on a D molecule. A Frequency shift vs. distance
curves. All curves have been corrected for the long-range van der Waals part by
subtracting the light blue curve taken on NaCl. The tip has been positioned over
the atoms indicated in panel D. Oscillation amplitude A = 0.45Å, V = 0V. The
point of closest approach corresponds to an STM set-point of I = 1.0 pA, V =
0.3 V above the clean NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111). B Force vs. distance curve, calculated
by the method of Jader and Sarvis (see text). C Frequency shift image in constant
current mode taken before starting spectroscopy mode.
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Figure 10.8.: Determination of the molecular adsorption position for down (top
row) and up (bottom) geometry using AFM with STM feedback. A and B Con-
stant current STM images (imaging parameters I = 1.0 pA, V = 0.3 V). The
corresponding frequency shift ∆f recorded simultaneously is shown in panels C
and D (oscillation amplitude A = 0.5 Å, and A = 1.0 Å, respectively). Panel E
and F show the same data with a different ∆f scale to highlight the faint maxima
resembling Cl sites, for which a lattice was overlaid as a guide to the eye. Panels G
and H show models of the adsorption position as determined from the experimental
data. Big green and small purple balls represent Cl− and Na+ ions, respectively.
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10. Revealing Bistable Configurations of DBTH

correspond to the Cl sites of the NaCl(100) lattice (27 ). From the mod-
els of the adsorption geometries shown in figures 10.8G and 10.8H we can
conclude that the S atoms are located on top of Na sites for D molecules.
This can be rationalized by the ionic nature of the NaCl lattice as fol-
lows: The downward pointing lone pairs of S atoms are attracted by Na+

ions and repelled by Cl− ions. In contrast, the S atoms of U molecules
are farthest from the surface, and the naphthalene units align with a
polar direction of NaCl. This results in a geometry in which the center
of the molecule is located above a Na site7.

Since we are by now in a position, in which we have a detailed picture of
our system, we would like to revisit figure 10.3 particularly with regard to
the actual molecular structure. Resonance images resembling the orbital
structure can not be used to make a statement about the geometry. In
contrast, images at low voltages can be argued to be due to modifications
of the tunneling barrier and should therefore be somewhat related to ge-
ometry. However, these images show a pronounced s shape for U and
a relatively straight rod for D molecules, whereas the apparent height
above their center is the same. Thus, they neither reflect the lateral ge-
ometry nor the vertical changes in the structure.

10.8. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have revealed the exact geometries of two different
configurations of DBTH molecules on NaCl(2ML)/Cu(111) using com-
bined STM and AFM experiments. Our experiments demonstrate repro-
ducible and nondestructive switching between both configurations. We
have shown that AFM with submolecular resolution is capable of directly
revealing configurational changes in real space. Our data visualize dis-
placements perpendicular to the surface in a nonplanar molecule. Taking
the chirality of DBTH molecules into account, we could unambiguously
determine the interconversion pathway.

7All possible, independently determined adsorption geometries are consistent with
symmetry considerations. We estimate the error bars to be ±0.5Å for the site
determination and ±3◦ for the in-plane orientation.
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10.8. Conclusions

Stabilization of both adsorption geometries can be rationalized by the
(electrostatic) interaction with the sodium chloride substrate. There-
fore, a next step would be to investigate wether the results presented
here can be generalized for related molecules like for example DNTH.
Besides, it would be of great interest to find a tip-termination suitable
for operation of the molecular switch by means of the tip-sample force.
This would allow direct determination of the energy barrier involved in
switching.
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11. Symmetry-Dependence of Vibration-Assisted
Tunneling

Most of the work presented in this chapter has been published in Physi-
cal Review Letters1 (141). Parts of the text are identical to the publica-
tion.

In organic and molecular electronics the electrons are much more spa-
tially confined as compared to inorganic semiconductors, leading to a
much stronger electron-vibron (e-ν) coupling (142–144 ). Therefore, e-
ν coupling gives rise to substantial dissipation in such systems, which
should be minimized in electronic devices.

When an electron tunnels into a given molecule (electron attachment),
the nuclei will relax giving rise to the so-called reorganization energy,
a process that is usually treated in the Franck-Condon picture (142 ).
In the latter, the e-ν coupling strength for all modes is inferred from
projecting the atomic displacements that arise upon electron attachment
onto the vibrational eigenmodes (104 , 142 ). Whereas the wave functions
of the vibrational states are crucial in the Franck-Condon picture, it does
not account for the electronic wave functions. In contrast to that picture,
this chapter shows that the spatial position of the electron injection as
well as the local wave function symmetry dramatically affect the e-ν
coupling.

11.1. Introduction

As discussed in chapter 5, we use ultrathin insulating films on copper
single crystals as substrates in our LT STM setup. This setup consti-

1N. Pavliček et al., Symmetry-Dependence of Vibration-Assisted Tunneling. Physical
Review Letters 110, 136101 (2013).
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Figure 11.1.: Franck-Condon picture for vibronic transitions. Electronic tran-
sitions are represented by vertical arrows, since they are much faster than molecular
relaxations. That is, the reaction coordinate is constant for any electronic transition
leading to a series of vibronic peaks. Each vibronic peak appears broadened in STS
(see figure 11.2 and discussion in text) resulting in a peak structure as illustrated
on the left-hand side. The reorganization energy λ (see text) is indicated as the
energy difference between the elastic peak and the centroid (green dot) of the peak
in STS. Since the experiments discussed here are performed at low temperatures,
all transitions start in the vibrational ground state of the initial electronic state.

tutes a DBTJ geometry and enables spatially resolved vibronic spec-
troscopy (145 , 146 ). It is important to emphasize that this regime is
highly relevant, resembling electron-hopping in organic and molecular
electronics. In particular, it is very different from usual STM-based in-
elastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) setups (17 )2, for which
it has been realized that the symmetries of wave functions play an im-
portant role (147–150 ).

As a model system we chose pentacene, which is widely used in or-
2This corresponds to IETS close to the Fermi level, and does not involve simultane-
ous electronic transitions.
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Figure 11.2.: Schematic illustration of vibronic progression on insulating
films. The individual vibronic levels due to e-ν coupling in the molecule are shown
in orange on the energy axes. Each level is independently broadened due to e-ph
coupling in the insulating film as depicted in blue. The phononic levels are closely
spaced. Therefore, in STS only the envelope of the Poisson distribution can be
resolved, which approximately corresponds to a Gaussian for large Huang-Rhys
factors S.

ganic electronics and one of the best studied systems (104–107 , 151 ).
We consider only transport involving the first molecular resonances, at-
tributed to occupation and depletion of the LUMO and HOMO level,
respectively. Effectively, this renders a single-level system. If several
molecular orbitals are closely spaced in energy, tunneling into different
orbitals and mixing of vibronic states (145 , 152 , 153 ) may lead to spa-
tial variations of the e-ν coupling, which can be ruled out here. In our
system, transport involving further orbitals (LUMO+1, HOMO-1) can
be excluded due to energy differences of more than 1 eV to subsequent
orbitals (106 , 154 ).

In contrast to the work presented in the previous chapter, the energy
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11. Symmetry-Dependence of Vibration-Assisted Tunneling

resolution is decisive for the experiments presented here. The energy
resolution varies significantly for different ultrathin insulating films and
increases from NaCl to RbI to Xe. The reason for the different energy
resolution is electron-phonon (e-ph) coupling in the insulating film (see
section 5.2 for a discussion of the origin and section 7.2.1 for data on the
different insulating films) (69 ). However, the better the energy resolu-
tion is the weaker the molecules are bound to the surface. In particular,
ionic contributions to the molecule-substrate interaction are missing on
Xe in contrast to RbI and NaCl. Taking many spectra on an individual
molecule on Xe inevitably leads to a lateral displacement of the molecule
after some time due to inelastic excitations3.

In addition, the different work functions of the combined insulator-
substrate systems give rise to an overall shift of molecular resonances
from one system to the next (10 ). Thus, the HOMO is hardly accessi-
ble on RbI. Finally, functionalizing the tip with CO molecules required
working on NaCl films for technical reasons (see section 7.2.2). There-
fore, depending on the experimental requirements, one monolayer thick
Xe, two monolayer thick RbI or two monolayer thick NaCl islands (see
section 7.2) were chosen as insulating films for the work presented in this
chapter. CO (for tip functionalization) and pentacene molecules were
adsorbed at sample temperatures below 10K. The coverage was chosen
to be far below one monolayer.

The substrate-induced e-ph broadening of spectroscopic features dis-
cussed above should occur independent of the e-ν coupling to vibrational
modes inside the molecule, which is addressed here. Therefore, each vi-
bronic transition gives rise to a broadened peak in STS. Both processes,
e-ph and e-ν coupling can be understood in a Franck-Condon picture as
depicted in figure 11.1. That is, consecutive vibronic levels show up as
distinct peaks for rather weak broadening. Such a peak pattern—called
vibronic progression—is depicted in figure 11.2. In contrast, in the case
of strong broadening only the envelope of the vibronic progression is
measured4.

3Here, the same mechanism that can be employed to deliberately move adsorbates
on insulating films (as discussed in section 5.3) or to operate the molecular switch
in the previous chapter is an unwanted side-effect.

4Technically speaking, such a vibronic progression may exist for each vibrational
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11.2. STS on Different Insulating Films

To keep changes of the Stark shift to a minimum, we acquired all spectral
series in constant height mode, that is, all spectra at different spatial
positions for a given system are acquired with the same vertical distance
from the insulating film5.

11.2. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy on Different
Insulating Films

Figure 11.3A presents differential conductance (dI/dV ) spectra of the
LUMO-related peak above the end and the center of a single pentacene
molecule adsorbed on a monolayer of Xe6. We emphasize that the en-
tire peak structure has to correspond to the same electronic resonance,
with varying contributions of vibrational excitations, since the LUMO+1
state is too high in energy to contribute (106 , 154 ). By comparing spec-
tra taken at different positions, it is clear that the centroid7 of the peak
is found at higher energy at the center of the molecule than at the end,
see figure 11.3D.

Within the entire peak structure the local maximum that is lowest in
energy can be assigned to the elastic tunneling contribution (104 ). For
pentacene on Xe films, where the energy resolution is best, this can
be attributed to V ≈ 2.18V. When comparing the spatially resolved
vibronic spectra, one realizes that at the center of the molecule this
elastic contribution is strongly suppressed. The variations of the cen-
troid can be linked to the reorganization energy λ, which can be written
as (157 )

λ =
∑

λi =
∑

~ωiSi, (11.1)

mode of a molecule. However, as will become clear in the course of this chapter, we
cannot assign a single vibrational eigenmode being responsible for the experimental
peak structure.

5Since the internal shape of the peak structure changes drastically, these changes
cannot be attributed to the Stark shift (69 , 155 , 156 ).

6dI/dV curves were obtained by numerical derivation of I(V ) curves.
7Centroids of dI/dV curves refer to the center of mass of the area under the curve.
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Figure 11.3.: Differential conductance spectroscopy on different insulating
films. A-C dI/dV curves acquired on pentacene on Xe, NaCl, and RbI, respec-
tively. Note that extremely low currents have been used on Xe to avoid any lateral
movements during the measurement series. Spatial positions are indicated in panel
E. Dashed gray lines indicate voltages of elastic peak and two vibronic peaks, re-
spectively. Inset in A shows spectra on Xe for a larger voltage range. D The
centroid of spectra taken along the long axis of the molecule (indicated by line in
panel E). For Xe reorganization energies λ are indicated for positions at the end
and the center. E STM image on Xe (I = 0.2 pA, V = 2.2V).

where the summation runs over the vibrational modes; ~ωi and Si denote
the corresponding vibrational energy and Huang-Rhys factor, respec-
tively. The Huang-Rhys factors can be obtained by means of a normal
mode analysis (104 ). In a first step the nuclear displacements between
the equilibrium positions of the two electronic states have to be deter-
mined. In the case considered here, these would be the displacements
upon electron attachment8. In a next step, these nuclear displacements
(the horizontal offset of the parabolas in figure 11.1) have to be projected

8Commonly, the displacements are calculated by DFT (104 , 157 ).
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11.3. Spatial Dependence of Vibronic Excitations

onto the basis of the normal modes (104 , 157 ). Thus, the energy stored
in normal mode i is λi = ki

2 (∆Qi)2, where ki and ∆Qi denote its force
constant and its nuclear displacement, respectively. Using ωi =

√
ki/Mi,

whereMi is the reduced mass of mode i, equation (11.1) can be expressed
as

λ =
∑ 1

2ω
2
iMi (∆Qi)2 . (11.2)

That is, the Huang-Rhys factors Si give the average number of excited
quanta for every individual mode i. From this analysis it follows that
the difference between the energy of elastic tunneling and the one of the
centroid of the entire peak structure equals the reorganization energy
λ.

It can be seen from figure 11.3D that λ varies spatially by more than
a factor of two. Data on pentacene molecules adsorbed on a bilayer
of RbI (figure 11.3C) reveal the same spatial dependence of the peak
structure as observed on Xe islands. Also for NaCl as an insulating
film (figure 11.3B,D), the centroid of the entire peak structure shows
similar lateral variations as for Xe and RbI, apart from a small feature
at the center9. Hence, these effects have to be associated with tunneling
into different parts of the molecule. Pentacene, having only C-H and
aromatic C-C bonds distributed over the molecule, does not have highly
localized vibrational modes, such that this can also be ruled out as a
reason for the different e-ν coupling.

11.3. Spatial Dependence of Vibronic Excitations

To investigate the spatial dependence in detail, we have measured spa-
tial maps of the LUMO-related peak structure on RbI10. To visualize

9The central lobe of the LUMO also appears more pronounced in constant current
images on NaCl (10 ), slightly increasing the local s character at the center.

10A drift-correction mechanism based on cross-correlation was performed during data
acquisition of the spatial maps. Before starting the first line of spectra an STM
image was recorded serving as the reference image. After each line of spectra
(∼ 40minutes) the STM tip was moved back to the starting position of the reference
image and another STM image was recorded. The lateral drift vector was then
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Figure 11.4.: Spatial maps of elastic and vibration-assisted contributions
on RbI. Data have been constructed from 63 × 31 individual dI/dV curves in a
rectangle of 31.6Å× 15.5Å above the molecule. A Two exemplary dI/dV curves
acquired at positions indicated in the inset and the corresponding fits. The slight
deviation at bias voltages above the LUMO is due to the tunneling barrier increasing
with voltage (10). In addition, each of the three Gaussian peaks is shown. B
Intensity map of the elastic peak. A molecular model is superimposed as a guide
to the eye. C-D Plots of the ratio of the first and second vibronic to the elastic
peak. Data are shown only for spots at which the tunneling current significantly
exceeds the noise level. E Dashed rectangle in the STM image corresponds to the
mapped region.

characteristic differences in the measured data, each spectrum was fit-
ted to a sum of three Gaussian curves corresponding to elastic tun-
neling and two vibronic side peaks at higher energy11. The data are

evaluated by cross-correlating reference and test image and subsequent spectra
positions were compensated by this drift vector. The accumulated lateral drift
between each line was small compared to the grid spacing.

11Obtaining the best fit for data in figure 11.4 was done in a least-squares sense. The
width of the Gaussians has been fixed, since it is determined by the e-ph coupling
strength on RbI. The estimated peak positions are indicated in figure 11.3C.
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reproduced well by the fits as demonstrated in figure 11.4A. Even small
organic molecules exhibit a multitude of vibrational modes with dif-
ferent symmetries (157–159 ). Pentacene has 36 atoms and thus more
than 100 vibrational modes. Different modes with an energy around
100meV can exhibit significant e-ν coupling (157 ). It should also be
noted that the mode spacing is on the order of few meV, only. For this
reason, and due to energy broadening, there is some arbitrariness in
choosing the peak positions for fitting12. Note that a small part of the
bias voltage drop occurs in the insulating film (10 ). Hence, the ener-
gies of the vibronic satellites experimentally observed read ∼ 10% too
large.

The elastic contribution, presented in figure 11.4B, is high at the ends of
the molecule and smoothly decreases to the center of the molecule. This
is consistent with the individual spectra on different insulating films
discussed above. The ratio of the vibronic peaks to the elastic peak,
presented in figure 11.4C-D, is close to zero at the ends of the molecule.
In contrast, the ratio for the first vibronic peak is above unity at the
center and the ratio between both vibronic peaks is almost constant.
Since both peaks are roughly equidistant, there are two possible expla-
nations for this observation. Either the second peak corresponds to a
different vibrational mode or to the excitation of two quanta of the same
vibrational mode.

11.4. Dependence on Wave Functions of Tip and Molecule

Next, we will address the physical origin of the observed effect. It was
realized long ago, that tunneling from metal tips occurs predominantly
via states with s-wave character, since those states penetrate much fur-
ther into vacuum as compared to others (40 , 41 ). This fact, which has
been mentioned in section 7.2.2, can be rationalized by equation (2.10).
Of course, the tip wave function can be expanded in the same way.
Then, it is clear that high k values lead to a faster decay into the vac-
uum.
12As mentioned above, it is expected that none of the modes is highly localized.
Therefore, we refrained from making a direct assignment to a vibrational mode.
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Figure 11.5.: Schematic illustration of elastic tunneling. When the tip is
positioned above the outermost lobe of the LUMO, the tunneling matrix element
is high. In contrast, when the tip is centered above the molecule, elastic tunneling
contributions cancel. The matrix element for s-wave tunneling is low.

Recently, it has been realized that this suppresses elastic tunneling into
graphene flakes, since in graphene only high-momentum states are avail-
able at the Fermi level (160 ). The excitation of a phonon facilitates
tunneling by providing the required momentum. In analogy to optical
excitations in indirect semiconductors this process was referred to as
phonon-assisted tunneling. The physical arguments can be carried over
to molecular systems, where the local symmetry instead of momentum
has to be preserved.

As depicted in figure 11.5, with the tip being located at the end of the
molecule, the LUMO exhibits locally s character and tunneling can oc-
cur via the s-wave tip states (148 ). At the center, however, the LUMO
has a high nodal plane density and the overlap integral to an s-wave tip
state is greatly reduced. The tunneling matrix element for tip states of
matching p symmetry is much smaller, since these states fall off much
more rapidly towards the molecule (40 , 41 ). Only, if the tunneling pro-
cess is accompanied by an excitation of a vibrational mode coupling the
two electronic wave functions, tunneling may still proceed via s-wave
states of the tip. This picture of vibration-assisted tunneling provides
a straightforward explanation of the spatial variation of elastic and in-
elastic contributions seen in our experiments.
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Figure 11.6.: Tip-dependent data acquired on NaCl. A-C and E-G Color
plots of dI/dV curves of the HOMO and LUMO along the green dashed lines
in panels D and H, respectively. The black curves show the spatially resolved
centroid extracted from the spectra. The open arrows roughly indicate their spatial
variations reflecting changes in λ. Note that for the HOMO absolute voltage rises
from top to bottom. Panels C and G are acquired with a CO-functionalized tip. D
and H Constant height STM images of HOMO and LUMO, respectively, acquired
with a CO tip. Insets show STM images acquired with a metal tip at same voltages
and corresponding DFT calculated orbital densities. Exemplary spots of local s ,
p and d character are indicated. on axis (off axis) refers to the line along (parallel
to) the long molecular axis.

To prove that the local symmetry of the orbital is indeed decisive, we
compared dI/dV data for tunneling out of the HOMO and into the
LUMO along the long molecular axis (on axis) and parallel to it (off
axis); see figure 11.6. The data coincide for the LUMO, since the sym-
metry is the same for on and off axis; see figure 11.6E-F. In contrast,
the HOMO has a nodal plane on axis. Neither of the alternating p and
d spots match the symmetry of an s-wave tip, resulting in negligible
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Figure 11.7.: p-wave to s-wave tunneling. A-B Bias-dependent constant
current STM images at the indicated voltages (I = 2 pA) acquired with a CO
tip on NaCl. At low absolute bias voltage p-wave tunneling dominates, while
at high voltage s-wave contributions are enhanced. C Calculated p-wave STM
image (81), which has been produced as follows. For the p-wave tip we used the
2p hydrogen atom wave function with the magnetic quantum number m = 1 and
an effective nuclear charge of Zeff = 2. For symmetry reasons, the absolute square
of the convolution of the tip and the DFT calculated LUMO wave function directly
reflects the absolute square of the overlap integral of the two as a function of their
relative displacement. The calculated image is a contour of constant value of this
quantity. Inset shows DFT calculated orbital density. D For comparison with panel
B, a constant current STM image acquired with a metal-terminated tip (I = 2 pA,
V = 1.8 V) is shown.

variations of the centroid in figure 11.6A. For the off axis line cut (fig-
ure 11.6b) the centroid is shifted to lower absolute voltage at spots of
local s character. Thus, the data for both orbitals confirm our symmetry
considerations.

Another test case for the hypothesis is to suppress the strong prefer-
ence for s-wave tunneling for the tip states. Functionalizing the tip
with a CO molecule (81 ) strongly enhances p-wave character relative
to s-wave, due to its π-molecular orbitals. As a CO tip does not have
purely p character and the larger penetration of the s-wave character
into vacuum still holds, the situation is not simply reversed. However,
the enhanced p-wave character of the tip states should render a different
spatial dependence of vibration-assisted tunneling. Indeed we observe
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11.5. Conclusions

that characteristics and spatial dependence of the peak structure change
qualitatively for CO tips, as presented in figure 11.6C,G. In agreement
with the assumption that CO tips show s and p character, the deviations
of the centroid along the LUMO are smaller for CO tips as compared
to metal tips. Now, we consider the HOMO along the molecular axis.
In this case, only the p spots match the tip symmetry and hence the
variations of the centroid are much more pronounced for CO tips as
compared to metal tips.

The concept of vibration-assisted tunneling can be rephrased in the fol-
lowing way: at energies directly corresponding to the electronic excita-
tion (without any excess energy), the local symmetry of sample states
has to match the one of the tip. At higher energies, the excess energy
can be used to excite a vibrational mode coupling different symmetries
in tip and sample. Following this reasoning and assuming that CO tips
show predominantly p character (81 ), one would expect to see the p
character most pronounced for voltages corresponding to the onset of
an electronic resonance. At higher absolute bias voltages, the p charac-
ter becomes blurred and the s character in the images increases. Our
experiments support this picture. A CO tip orbital image at the onset
of the LUMO is shown in figure 11.7A. This image nicely resembles the
calculated p-wave STM image in figure 11.7C (81 ). As expected, an
CO tip orbital image at higher voltage (figure 11.7B) bears more resem-
blance to an STM image acquired with a metal-tip (figure 11.7D) and
hence more s character.

11.5. Conclusions

It has to be emphasized that the physics discussed here is not limited to
STM experiments. For example, it will be relevant for electron hopping
in organic crystals (161 , 162 ). One of many possible technical applica-
tions include organic solar cells, which seem to be very prospective (31 ,
33 ).

The results presented in this chapter demonstrate how the reorgani-
zation energy λ can be measured spatially resolved and that its spatial
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variations exceed a factor of two. These findings suggest that the dissipa-
tion in electron transport through organic semiconductors will strongly
depend on the alignment of orbitals of adjacent molecules and therefore
be highly dependent on the crystal structure. Similarly, it sheds new
light on single molecule electronics (143 , 144 , 163 ), where it is relevant
for the coupling to the lead.
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12. Conclusions

In this thesis, I have presented the results of three topics, which will be
quickly summarized in this chapter.

STM Head in High Magnetic Fields

The design, construction, and assembly of an STM head to be operated
in high magnetic fields and at low temperature was subject of chapter 9.
The body of the STM head, manufactured from phosphor bronze, has
been divided into different functional parts. Thereby, a modular design
could be established.

Despite the small dimensions of the STM head with a diameter of 21mm
and a total length of 49.5mm, a piezo motor for lateral coarse movements
could be incorporated. Besides, the microscope features a simple tip-ex-
change mechanism to allow spin-polarized STM.

The vertical coarse approach constituting the key component of an STM
has proven to work reliably at ambient conditions. However, it remains
to be seen wether adjustment of operating parameters at low tempera-
tures will be similarly straightforward.

Finite element analysis shows that the fundamental eigenfrequency is at
3.6 kHz. This proves that the goal of a very rigid body has been achieved.
It can be expected that this vibrational immunity to external distur-
bances will allow low-noise STS measurements.

Revealing Bistable Configurations of Dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene

Dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene (DBTH) molecules adsorbed on ultrathin lay-
ers of NaCl have been investigated using combined low temperature
STM and AFM. Two stable configurations exist corresponding to dif-
ferent isomers of free nonplanar molecules. Excitations from inelastic
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electron tunneling allow to reversibly switch between both configura-
tions.

AFMwith submolecular resolution unambiguously determined the molec-
ular geometry of both configurations of these nonplanar molecules. Our
observations demonstrate that DBTH and related molecules may act as
ideal benchmarks for three-dimensional force mapping.

Besides, the pathway of the interconversion of the isomers was analyzed
by taking the chirality of the molecules into account. Flapping of the
molecular “wings” could be identified as the mechanism of the molecular
switch.

Finally, these investigations also shed new light on contrast mechanisms
in scanning tunneling microscopy. Commonly, STM images of molecules
at low bias are said to somehow resemble the molecular geometry. In
contrast, our experiments show a qualitative difference between STM
images in both configurations. Surprisingly, this is the case even though
the molecular structure projected onto the surface plane remains un-
changed.

Symmetry-Dependence of Vibration-Assisted Tunneling

Spatially-resolved vibronic spectroscopy of individual pentacene mole-
cules on different insulating films has been presented. It is observed
that even for this effective single-level system the energy dissipation as-
sociated with electron attachment varies spatially by more than a factor
of two. This is in contrast to the usual treatment of electron-vibron
coupling in the Franck-Condon picture.

This picture could be substantiated by varying the insulating films (Xe,
RbI, NaCl), the involved molecular orbitals (HOMO, LUMO) and finally
by choosing well-defined tip-terminations (metal, CO).

In particular, our experiments unambiguously prove that the local sym-
metry of initial and final wave function determines the dissipation in
electron transport. Since tip states with s-symmetry penetrate further
into the vacuum as compared to other symmetries, these states dominate
elastic tunneling. That is, at the onset of an electronic resonance (zero
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phonon transition) electrons from an s-wave metal tip tunnel predom-
inantly into the molecule at spots of local s-symmetry. Only electrons
with sufficiently high excess energy may excite molecular vibrations
and hence allow tunneling at spots of local p-symmetry (vibrationally-
assisted tunneling).

A single CO-molecule at the tip apex favors p-wave tunneling as com-
pared to s-wave tunneling due to its π molecular orbitals. In this case,
spots of local p-symmetry in the molecule match the tip-symmetry and
hence elastic tunneling is allowed. However, it is observed that tun-
neling at spots of local d-symmetry is highly suppressed. This demon-
strates that no vibrations with a matching deformation potential can be
found.

It has to be emphasized that this phenomena is not limited to STM ex-
periments. On the contrary, electron transport through organic semicon-
ductors underlies the same physics. The findings presented here suggest
that dissipation will strongly depend on the crystal structure. When the
overlap of adjacent electronic orbitals do not match in their symmetry,
dissipation will be highly increased, since hopping can only occur by
means of vibrationally-assisted tunneling.
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List of Abbreviations

AFM atomic force microscopy, atomice force micro-
scope

DBTH dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene

DBTJ double-barrier tunneling junction

DFT density functional theory

DNTH dinaphtho[a,j]thianthrene

e-ph electron-phonon coupling

e-ν electron-vibron coupling

FEA finite element analysis

FEM finite element method

FM-AFM frequency modulation atomic force microscopy

HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital

KPFM Kelvin probe force microscopy

LDOS local density of states of the sample at the Fermi
level at the center of curvature of the tip

LJ Lennard-Jones potential

LT low temperature (depending on context either
about 4K or 1.5K)
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List of Abbreviations

LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

NC-AFM noncontact atomic force microscopy

PLL phase-locked loop

SPM scanning probe microscopy, scanning probe mi-
croscope

STM scanning tunneling microscopy, scanning tunnel-
ing microscope

STS scanning tunneling spectroscopy

TH thianthrene

THA Tersoff and Hamann approximation

UHV ultrahigh vacuum
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List of Symbols

A oscillation amplitude

α decay constant of tunneling current

B magnetic field

β decay constant of Morse potential

C heat capacity

χ magnetic susceptibility

∆f frequency shift

dI
dV differential conductance

EF Fermi energy, Fermi level

f(E,T ) Fermi-Dirac distribution

Fts tip-sample interaction force

f0 eigenfrequency of cantilever

I tunneling current

k0 stiffness of cantilever

kB Boltzmann constant, 8.617× 10−5 eV

κ thermal conductivity

λ reorganization energy
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List of Symbols

M tunneling matrix element

µ0 magnetic constant, 4π × 10−7N/A2

µB = e~
2me

Bohr magneton, 57.9 eV/T

Q quality factor of cantilever

R gas constant, 8.314 J/(Kmol)

ρ(EF , r0) LDOS

ρS(E) density of states of sample

ρT (E) density of states of tip

S Huang-Rhys factor

T temperature

ΘD Debye temperature

Uts tip-sample interaction potential

Q quality factor of cantilever

V applied bias voltage

VCPD contact potential difference

z tip-sample separation, coordinate vertical to
sample surface
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